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Alo!ERJCAJ~; SECURITY: THE EVOLVING ROLE OF CONGRESS 

by Richard' Haass 

Many observers have noted the increasing complexity of the 
environment in which the United States (and all states"for that 
matter) must operate. The era of American domination is for the 
most part over, while the notion of superpower condominium· is 
inadequate in describing the international system as it is today. 
Instead, the United States finds itself vulnerable and depen-
dent upon a'range of factors·. from the availability of 
fuel and other resources to the cooperation of states to control 
the proliferation and use of force, for which there are few uni
lateral answers. 

Equally true, as the social scientists are wont to remind 
us, is the increasing complexity of the domestic environment in 
which American policy responses to this world are fashioned, The 
image of a single entity known as the "United States", both de
termining policies and carrying them out, is as simplistic as it 
is inaccurate, No doubt some rational assessment of national 
interests takes place in the executive branch, but any such analy
sis is but one factor amidst a host of organizational, bureaucratic, 
and personal -- or personnel -- factors found inside and outside 
these bureaus, agencies and departments with the ability to influence 
policy at virtually every stage. 

To this portrait of a diverse and often competitive executive 
must be brought the additional complicating factor of the Congress. 
With Vietnam and \Jatergate not far behind us, one of the Panama 
Canal Treaties still before us, and a· second SAL'J' agreement ahead, 
there is little need to spend time pointing out the impact of Con
gress on American policy, foreign and otherwise. Th& imperial 
presidency is in abeyance. The idea of executive expertise has 
been· shattered, as has. the trust that the President and those around 
him would act wisely and legally. Even an administration better 
managed and focused tlian the present· one would be less than dominant 
owing to the zeitgeist of present-day· Washington. 

This said, to speak of Congressional influence on public policy 
in the United States, and foreign and defence policy in particular,. 
is nothirig new. Nor· is the phenomenon ol' executive-legislative 
tension or. even confrontation. George Washington Y•>Wed never to 
return to the Congress himself after fi:tcing·a· hostile barrage of 
questions regarding the 1791 Jay Treaty. More than a century 
later, just over one third of the members of the US Senate voted 
to keep the United Stat.es' out of the League of Nations following 
the First .World War. In more recent times, the examples of such 
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institutional conflict are numerous. Besides the experiences 
of Congressional efforts already referred tot> terminate the war 
in Indochina and the Watergate affair, one can include the anti
ballistic missile (ABM) debate of the late 1960s, repeated efforts 
by Senator Mansfield and others to reduce the US troop commitment 
to Europe, the chrome iinportation or Byrd amendment,. the Jackson 
amendment and other ini tia ti ves linking provision· of Frost· l'avoured 
Nation (JVIFN)status and credits to non-qJarke.t countries in return 
for guarantees of free emigration, the arms embargo against Turkey, 
the investigations into the intelligence agencies, and the dramatic 
refusal of the Congress in late 1975 and 1976 to permit operations 
in Angola. 

The number and .importance of these and other issues notwith
standing, little consideration of the implications of the enlarged 
Congressional role for American security policy has taken place, 
Too often the question has been raised as to whether the role of 
Congress in these matters is "good or bad", and too often the res
ponse· reflects the bias on the particular issue of the day. Thus, 
many who supported congressional efforts ·to end American involvement 
in Southeast Asia were hostile to attempts to reduce force levels 
in Europe or efforts to prevent the transfer of arms to Turkey. 
"Congressional influence is good when I agree and bad when I don't" 
has become an all-too-familiar refrain. 

The purpose of this. paper is not to add another voice to the 
chorus of those either urging or deploring this influence of Congress 
on the course of American Forei~ Policy, Rather, the intent is 
to look at the sources of this enhanced influence, the changes in the 
involvement of Congress'with policy, the evolving shape of the Congress 
itself, and then to assess briefly the implica t'ions of. these develop
ments, both in general and in regard to the American commitment to 
the'Atlantic Alliance and European security. 

The Revival of Traditional Powers 

In many instances, the recent demonstrations of Congressional 
influence on security;policy reflect not new powers but the revival 
of old ones. Often the product of disagreements over specific issues, 
these assertions of institutional will take advantage of explicit or 
derived constitutional powers which were bften allowed to lapse during 
much of .the post-war era. . ·At· least six such mecha,;isms can be identi'O:. 
fied: 

Approval of Nominations: Major appointments, includi~,ambas
sadors and top-ranking cabinet officials, require majority approval 
by the Senate, In certain cases, the Senate can and has refused 
such approval, as in the case of Theodore. Sorenson, President Carter's 
first nominee to head the. Central Intelligence Agency, ··Equally 
important, the "advice and .consent" function can be used to. "send 
a message" to the executive:::- for example, the majority (but not 
~rds) a:i)proval of Paul \varnke to .head ACDA and be US Ambassador to 
SALT communicated Sen8:te readiness to reject .an "unacceptable" SALT 
II agreement. ' 

Approval of Treaties: Also spec'iaily reserved to the Senate. 
is the right of advice and consent on treaties, ~<ith a ~rds vote of. 
the Senate required for approval. Clearly,. as in the .case of both 
Panama and SALT, the' threat of Congressional disapproval can, within 
limits, improve the negotiating strength of the United States; it 
can also make any compromise more difficult. 

\ 
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At the same time, the actuality of disap~roval after ne
gotiations are completed could easily undermine the legitimacy 
of the executive and cause major crises in US relations. 

Legislative Power: The essence of the Congressional. 
role is lawmaking and, in the security field, the authorisation 
of and appropriation for the armed forces of the United State.s. 
After years of mostly "rubber-stamping" Defense Department re
quests, the tendency has been increasingly for Congressional com
mittees -to challenge the budgetary requests ·of the Executive, ·· No.t 
only did the House of Representatives resist eliminating funds for 
prototypes 5 and 6 of the B-1 bomber, but one can expect major 
battles over the Administration•s,shipbuilding programme for the 
US Navy and over the development of the MX ICBN. 

Domestic Policy: Also a function of its basic L9:1l-
making role is the ability of Congress to affect US foreign and 
security policy indirectly through action (or inaction) on d<>mestic 
policy. Energy policy or trade protectionist pressures are among 
the most visible at the moment,. but the impact of domestic legis
lation on foreign policy will grow parallel to the increasing con
nection between these two spheres. 

Hearing and Investigations: Among the most powerful of con
gressional actions are tbe twin abilities to probe and publicise. 
Fulbright's Vietnam hearings were··fundamental to the changing of 
public and Congressional opinion an the war, while the Church and 
Pike investigations produced refor;ns cif the intelligence agencies. 
JV!ost dramatic of all was \.Jatergate. Of less sensational but still 
major significance is the ·ongoing Congressional ability to question 
Administration officials, request documents, publish testimony and 
information and oversee .actual·programmes(at oftenietailed, "micro
management" levels) and field operations. 

. . 

Expressions of Opinion: Both inside and outside. the formal 
Congressional setting members have means of affecting policy. 
Non-bir.ding "Sense of the Congress" (or .Senate or House) Reso
lutions provide ba·rometers of Congressional mood; and ·oan be used 
to signal approval or disapproval of existing politices, negotia
tions, or. actions. Just such a resolution in the Senat.e. had an'. 
important effect on the Panama Canal negotiations several years·· ago. 
Outside the formal setting the members have available all the means 
of·influence·open 'to any politician, from access to media to signing 
open letters. 

******** 
The C1·ell.ticn of New Powers 

The ability of the Congress to affect American secur.i ty policy 
has moved beyond a reasse.rtion or recovery of inherent powers that 
had either beeh permitted to' lapse or ha~ been abridged by the exe
cutive.branch. Over the past five years, the Congress --often 
overriding presidential vetoes -- has legislated new formal specific 
powers in this pol~cy area. '>lhereas before the Armed Services Commit
tees were mostly limited to review of annual posture statements and 
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budget requests, and the Foreign Relations Committees to passage 
of the ·annual .foreign assistance requests, these Committees and 
the Congress as a whole now have a number of devices to influence 
policy. Among . the most important are the following: 

' War Powers: Passed over President Nixon's veto 
in November 1973, the vlar Powers Legislation, ·Hhich limits a Presi
dent's authority to c.ommi t US troops abroad. 11i thout Congressional · 
approval for a maximum period of 60 . .' (under certain circumstances 
90) days, has more than any other single piece of law sybolized the 
new Congressional role in security policy •. Although it may make 
prolonged commitments more difficult, H· could ironically increase 
Presidential authority in. certain short term or crisis situations. 
In part tested by the Mayaguez incident, the \Jar Powers Act sho11ed 
itself weakest in assuring adequate consultation between the -t~o 
branches ·and in ensuring the congress a role in crisis management. 
However, as any body of 535 individuals is ill-suited for any such 
role, ·the real test will come only with presidential desire for a 
sustained commitment of American troops ,in a military situation. 

Arms Transfers: Any significant sale or· transfer of 
defence articles abroad must first be proposed to the Congress, which 
then has thirdly days to disapprove the transfer before it goes ahead. 
To date, this specific mechanism or related ones have been used in 
three cases: the sale of Hawk surface-to-air missiles to Jordan, the. 
sale of AWACS to Iran, and the sale of defence articles to Turkey. 
(The first two cases involved a threatened use of the Congressional 
veto mechanism; the latter a simple e.mbargo clause rather than ob
jection to a particular proposal.) This legislation will be the 
instrument of those in.Congress seeking to stop the proposed $4.8 
billion transfer of·aircraft to thel'liddle East. 

Nuclear Proliferation: Passed and signed into law earlier 
this year, the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Act of 1978 further increased · 
Congressional ability to end the shipment of aJ:l nuclear materials, 
technology and assistance to any country not agreeing to full-scope 
safeguards· over the following 18 months to two years. 

Intelligence: In the >lake of the s-epa11ate House and 
Senate investigations of the intelligence agencies,. each ·house has 
established its own oversight committee empowered to pass on budge-·· 
tary (and hence programme) requests ,by the_ intelligence agencies. . In 
addition, each has the task of examing the quality of the peTformance· 
of operations, collection, and analysifl• 

International Agreements: Notwithstanding the Senate's treaty 
role, all other executive agreements;that is, .those· j,nternatiol;la]c' 
agreements other than treaties - must be reported to the Congress 
within 60 days of entering· into force. The scope for secret exe-. 
cutive actions is thus reduced. Thought is also being given to 
providing the Congress with a means of rejecting Executive agreements, 
perhaps through joint resoluti'ons. For the present, Congress can 
only work to undermine those agreements with which it disagrees through 
the "back door" of withholding funds to implement the terms of these, ... · 
agreements requiring appropriations. 



Impact Statements: In two areas, those of human rights 
and arms control, the Jidmiriistration is required by law to produce 
annual· statements. In fpe case of human rights, the statem!"nts 
are to assess compliance with int.,rnational stanqards in particular 
countries, with such repo:rts often influencing aid allotments, 
Arms .control Impact s·tateinents, or ACIS, must accompany :annual re
quests for those defence programmes of significant expense or im
port, The intention is both to provide the Congress with more 
information and to force the executive into more thorough analysis 
of the implications of its own.policies. 

****** 
The New Shape.of Congress 

Before discussing the collective impact of both the reassertion 
of familiar powers arid the legislation of additional ones, li:t is 
first necessary to examine how Congress has reformed its own struc
tures assigned a· role .in foreign and d~fense policy making, Here· 
two major trends emerge.. ·The 'first is that the locus of decision 
making and policy analysis in the Congress in this. ar·ea has broadened 
markedly. Centralized' leadership is weak, party discipline hardly. 
a factor, and seniority under challenge, The domination of com
mittee chairmen has been reduced, with the nwnber of subcommittees 
increasing and their role expanding. ·Major ·increases in staffing 
allowances for individual members and for the minority·party qn 
committee staffs hasworked to decentralize power and authority 
within the Congress as never before.-

· Secondly, and in part· related, is the far greater access to 
information now enjoyed by indi'lzidual members of. Congress as· well 
as by committees. In part a reaction tofhe AB~c.debate when many 
Congressmen concluded that a viaole Congressional alternative to 
executive leadership and domination necessitated "separate and 
equal" access to information and expertise, the Congress has either 
created new or expanded existing sources ·of information. The 
Congressional Budget Office (CBO), together with the two budget 
committees, provides a cost analysis of admiqist:ration prqgrammes 
as well as the dollar costs. of alternative postures and policies; 

· the Office of Technology Assessment ··(OTA) provides expertise in 
science and technological fields·; the Congressional Research Ser
vice of the Library cif Congrf'J8S is a general ·source of information 
and analysis; the General Accotinting Office ( GAO), · tradi ticinally · · 
termed the· "watchdog" of the Executive ·Branch, not only provides 
analysis of performance but.has .the manpower to check field operations 
and efficiency. These. ·Organizations, along .with the extra staffing 
and.greater acoess to.Exeoutive information.through the intelligence 
committees, impact statements and The Freedom of Information Act, 
have accelerated trends· :toward a greater diffusion of expertise and 
~<}:weir within the Congress brought about as well by s:truotural changes 
ml1lntioned above, .... 

******** 
General Implica i;ions .. 

Together, these twin developments of enhanced powers and diffused 
authority are hot without their irony: on the one hand, we hiive a 
Congress demanding a greater 'role in policy; on the o.ther, a Congress 
organized less'well to carry out such a role efficiently. Indeed, the 
two trends can at times be difficul.-t 'to ·re·concile: the War Powers l.egi·~r 
lation demands rapid decision-making and full consultation -- but with 
whom does one consult? 
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One should also point ·out the limitations to the new role pf 
Congress. It is still a government of Presidential leader~hip and 
initiative. The Congress remains more reactive than creative, more 
negative than positive. More than anything, it is a large, often 
disparate and unwieldy institution. For the most part, crisis manage
ment will remain in the purview of the president and those around him, 
as will most major policy initiatives. 

At the same time, however, it should not be assumed that the 
Congressional role is per se undesirable. Executive-dominated American 
foreign policy was not by any means consistently successful, either at 
home or abroad, Congressional oversight can improve Executive perform
ance at many points in the policyP.rocess. At times Congress can add 
weight to diplomatic initiatives. It is certainly a ~eful dissemirtator 
of information and an important link between the large_ and mostly 
unelected Executive Branch and the population-at-large. 

This said, Congressional'influence on American security policy is 
not without Hs major implications and, at times, complications. In 
general, a Congressionally influenced foreign policy is likely to be 
more public and more explicit than an Ex~cutive one. .It will tend to 
lack subtlety and discretion, if for no'other reason than that legis
lation is a blunt instrument. Automatic withdrawal of forces, embargoes 
on arms, shut-offs of nuclear supplies -- all are actions that are 
black and white, leaving the diplomat or negotiator little to work with. 
The consideration of many of these concerns in separate pieces of 
legislation will not make it any easier to produce intelligent "packages 
of policy" toward any one country or region. Such problems are exacer
bated by the perspective inherent in Congressmen who must be often re
elected: -they are particularly vulnerable to short-term views, the 
desires of special interests (be they labour unions or ethnic lobbies) 
and to particulars rather than overviews. 

More specifically, these characteristics of Congressional foreign 
policy are especially troubling at a time when the United States is 
moving toward a more discretionary policy to cope with a wide range of 
interests and interdependencies. Alliance management will not be made 
any easier by Congressional involvement. The Nixon Doctrine --apparently 
still operative as evidenced·by the Carter Administration's Korean policy 
depends in large part on the reliability of the United States as a 
supplier of arms and as an ally ready and ··able to reintroduce_ forces 
into local contingencies. But, for example, can the Republic of Korea 
realistically count on the US Congress to sanction potentially necessary 

operations, a.pprove the transfer of promised military equipment 
or permit an extended redeploym€mt of us troops to the peninsUla in the 
event of an emergepcy? · At a 'time· when· 1\nierioan guarantees ahd reliabHi ty 
are already suspect, the new role of Congress adds a further-element of 
unpredictability_ and uri6ertainty into us relationships~ . < • 

Congress and the Atlantic ·Alliance 

The impact of Congress tends to be greatest either where ethnic 
American considerations are dominant or where the question of national 
interests is vague. In the case of Europe, the latter does not apply. 
Congress in 1978 shares the "Europe First" orientation of-the Admin
istration and is, if anything, more "hawkish" than the Administration 
on the'SoViet threat. The ethnic factor, however, is present,' as Congress 
has prevented full resumption of the military supply relationship with · 
Turkey pending changes in the Turkish stance vis-a-vis Cyprus. In other 
areas, the impact of :congress-· seems -sriial:J!;.War· Powers or arms transfer 

·. • . ·: f 
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controls are not about to intrude in the Alliance; one should not 
confuse potential with reality. (In any case, one could argue that 
any severe crisis in Europe is likely· to be over before the 60 or 90 
day period prescribed by the War Powers Resolution expires.) In 
addition, one sees neither a revival of "offset" or "neo-Ma.nsfieldism" 
on the horizon. 

This is not to say that Congress will not have its effect on the 
Alliance. Several senators have already made their views on NATO 
organization known, and in the future one can expect more involvement 
with MBFR and NATO posture. Issues such as trade protectionism and 
proliferation policy have the potential to sour relations, as do 
disagreements over human rights in the East and general relations with 
the Soviet bloc. It is clear that factors outside ~urope which_still 
affect European security will be a source of contention, with another 
Middle East War posing real problems which might produce some backlash 
if the 1973 experience is not improved upon. Most serious, however, is 
the question of the domestic evolution of Europe. The American 
commitment to NATO depends on both a common perception of threat and a 
common set of values -- if either of these becomes suspect, one can 
expect Congressional demands for a review or revision of Alliance ties 
in the light of both the anti-Soviet disposition and the political 
strength of Americans with personal and other ties to Europe. 

Toward the Future 

The adversary relationship between Congress and the Executive will 
not go away with time. ·- 1Indeedi institutional struggle is intrinsic to 
the system -- to borrow from Richard Neustadt, the constitution created 
not a system of institutions endowed with separate powers but rather 
separate institutions sharing powers. In addition, observers must 
appreciate the non-European nature of the American scene, with the 
political isolation of Legislature from Executive and the lack of 
party loyalty or discipline most notable in foreign affairs. 

Also, it should be added that we are at a particularly bad moment. 
The reaction to the abuses of the recent past is still strong, and the 
counter-reaction against what many feel to be too strong a Congress 
has yet to take hold. The current Administration is not one that can 
be characterised as either strong or focused. Lastly, there is little 

·consensus as to the proper policies and priorities for the United States 
at this juncture. Time may work to improve the situation; yet it 
would be unrealistic to expect any return to a status guo ante in the 
balance of executive-congressional relations. The only thing that is 
certain is that more uncertainty is here to stay. 
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THE RELEVANCE OF NATO INSTITUTIONS 

by Christopher Irwin 

There have. been few times in the history of the North Atlantic 
Alliance when its. institutions have been carrying out the day to day 
tasks which they have been set as efficiently as is now the case, 
Yet it is also true that, in practice, they are decreasingly the hearth 
in which Western security policy is forged, Other fora are being 
used, a trend partly encouraged by the increasing complexity of the 
web of interests and issues that binds the v-festern world together, 
partly by the fact that this web embraces a world that is larger than 
the Atlantic alliance, 

The Significance of Institutions 

For these reasons alone it is legitimate to pose the question: 
how effective are the present institutions of the Atlantic alliance? 
The question is a crucial one because the institutions are central 
to its effectiveness, It is inevitable that in an alliance of sove
reign states the institutions should be the fotmt of-collective· actions 
and, to some considerable extent, .must serve as a broker between some
times conflicting national perspectives and even interests. The autho
rity of the Alliance is partly derived-from the institutions themselves, 
While they may carry out their day-to-day tasks as efficiently as they 
have ever done, their effectiveness has to be measured relative to the 
range of security issues faced by the Western world. It is clearly 
vital that information about Warsaw Pact force strengths. should be 
shared between governments; but it is also important that those govern
ments should be free to exchange views· on their own abilities: to counter 
those forces given different domestic contingencies, 

The- Scope of the Alliance · 
~· . 

Just as the_debate on the institutional framework of the Alliance 
should be. of crucial interest to anyone seriously concerned with 'At-· 
lantic security affairs,. so also must the debate on the ·competences of 
the .Alliance. It concerns two distinct issues: the degree to which 
the Alliance should confine itself to military security issues or seek 
to be more comprehensive in the different aspects of security policy 
that it embraces; secondly, the extent·of its geographical competence, 
Purists tend to argue that NATO was created for a particular purpose 
and--that its energies should not be dissipated by an extension of its 
competences.. .Yet in many ways this view ignores the pressing reality 
of security politics; to revive an overworked 'phrase from the. past, 
we live in a 1 global village 1 • Security cannot be compartmentalised 
into military, economic, domestic and so on; nor can it be containerised 
geographioally as the Middle -East War of 1973 forcibly reminded the 
Western world, 



Although the practice has not reflected the original inten
tions, the founding fathers saw the North Atlantic Treaty as in
corporating the broader view of security. There has always been 
a tension ·within the Alliance between'· those who see· it as designed 
to fulfil a strictly limited purpose and those who believe it to 
provide the foundation. of an Atlantic community. The desire of 
the latter to accrete things to Alliance functions has not always 
had the desired effect. It is arguable that tJ-,e Committee on the 
Challenges of Modern Society (CCMS), created in 1969, not only ham
pered attempts to get international collaboration on environmental 
issues but set a bad precedent for those seeking to involve NATO 
more deeply in a .broader range of security matters • 

. There is a certain paradox in that it ~as those who wished 
the Alliance to encompass.a web of matters from military to economic 
and thus provide the basis of an Atlantic Community who also sought 
to.impose limits on its geographic competence in order more clearly 
to define it. Today those who advocate a broadening in the compe
tences of the institutions of the Alliance are often those who also 
argue that it is unhelpfully constrained by the geographical limits 
on its activities. However, advocacy of a_formal Atlantic Commu
nity is largely gone: it has been replaced by a less precise prag
matic concept reflecting t_he ball of wax. The question that now 
arises is how can Atlantic institutions cope with the diffusion of 
interests affecting the Atlantic world? There is need for coor
dination, whether between different policy areas. (it is intolerable 
that a Government should find itself committed in one international 
forum to cuts in public expenditure,. whilst pleged to an increase 
in defence_ expenditure in another forum ;;i th those same countries 
viz the UK in 1976) or in policies towards third countries in as 
much as they have a bearing on the interests of the Alliance (as 
in the Middle East War of 1973). 

The Problems of Restructuring 

It takes_little political imagination to see that any attempt 
to meet these problems by a radical restructuring of the existing 
NATO institutions is unlikely to meet •.;i th universal enthusiasm. 

, The North Atlantic Treaty, the subsequent communiques and the_ .. habits 
that have given the Atlantic institutions their forn', are a f:lnely . 
. balanced set. of-_ compromisej3 ,. unsuited: to uns<::rambling. In any . case, 
as.- far as the prime military tas~m of tl:e Alliance are· concerned; · 
NATO is functioning well at the moment. Thexe is a distinguished. 
SACEUR of remarkable authority_; member states have agree([ and - more 
importantly - almost all planned to realise a three per cent increase 
in defence expenditure despite c.enerally adver-se economic ,circum
stances; with the active encouragement of the new U.S. Administration, 

·NATO has tempor-arily 1;aived its normal reticence about any form of 
supranational activity and is cmll advanced with a series of long
term defence planning projects related to a number of areas that 
are marked botL for their importance and sensitiyity; the Alliance 
appears to have adopted a ;j)Qre determined approach to the problems 
of weapons procurement and standardisation ttan has ever previously 
been the case; there .are clear si15ns that tl,ere is a willingness 
to give careful thoue,ht to the new opportunities created. by techno
logical advance in "eapons development. 

·~ 
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Crisis in the Institutions 

In contrast to the effective manner in whi~Q these essen- : 
tially military issues are pursqed,the_ North Atlantic- Council's 
activities in the politi0al field have the hall mark of evasion. 
There has been a consistent failure t 0 deal with the most pres- .. 
sing politicai issues confronting the Alliance; at best there were 
token discussions but too .often delicate subjects were left· for 
consideration- outside the formal institutions of the Alliance. 
The list is a long on\l but these topics. included the problems of 
succession in Yugoslavia, the difficulties created for the \4est 1 s 
security- posture by tl:)e growth of Eurocommunism, the Greek-Turkish 
dispute and the problems of the eastern Mediterranean, the tensions 
in U.S.-German relations and the more technical Eurostrategic im
plications of SAlT-2, The list comprises some of the most press
ing problems confronting the Alliance •. . . . . 

All this is not to say that these issues went undiscussed . 
between separate-members of the Alliance, Alliance consultation 
consists of a spectrum of methods from informal bilateral contacts 
in national capitals or.between missions at NATO itself, to the 
quadripartite Bonn Group, from informal ad hoc arrangements to full 
meetings of the North Atlantic Council (NAC). The problem is that 
much of this consultation - particularly on sensitive or urgent 
issues ~ is now taking place ·outside the formal institutions of the. 
Alliance. There are a number of reasons as to why it is legitimate 
to describe this as a problem. Fir~t_, while informal and ad hoc 
arrangements have the clear attraction of providing a flexible means 
of over-coming doctrinaire opposition to consideration of a parti-
cular issue, they tend to undermine the pr.:ohce.:.'"iind -rationale of con
sultation within the Alliance institutions. This can create a habit 
and make the use of formal machinery, espe_cially at time when there is no 

option but to use it, less familiar. Secondly, there is a danger that if 
common problems are not regularly discussed on a multilateral basis, 
differing national perceptions are ·more likely to emerge as was 
the case in 1973.- Thirdly, informal arrangements allow member states 
to evade the dilemma of tbe limited competences of :!;he Alliance. 
ll'hen the-Alliance is dealing_with_ matters that have a bearing on issues 
not accepted as_ within its competence it ,is. possib:J.e .t_o pursue them 
informaliy; Fourthly ;. and related- to this last point - the formal 
institutions of the: Alliance may become fossilised as new and pro
bably difficult matters become the province of informal, ad hoc or 
altogether separate bodies. 

Clea:dy the. development of the halVi t of .. bypas~ing the regular 
formal machinery of the Alliance reflects short-comings in those 
institutions. At one level it can be argued that this merely re
flects the problems typical of any alliance of sovereign states: 
they often want to do things in their own way, making use of the most 
convenient mechanism available and choosing their-partners to suit 
the occasion or the issue. However, more specifiq aspects of this 
phenomena. can be id-entified, The most obvious is that some. states 
are unwilling to allow NATO to become involved in certain subject areas, 
whether because they claim they relate to their internal affairs, as 
in the case of Turkey or Greece over the problems of the eastern 
Mediterranean, or of Italy on the subject of communist participation 
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in government, or because they seek tc place· strict. limits . on NATO 1 s 
spheres of competence as do the Dutch and the Danish in relation 
to third area issues. Secondly, there may be positive aspects to 
the desire to bypass formal machinery. · Member states may believe 
that certain of them have common interests that can be more fruit'-· 
fully pursued in limited. numbers, The reasons vary, Sometimes 
they arise from a desire to give expression to a particular geogra
phical entity - as in the case of the Eurogroup; at other times it 
may arise from specialist policy interests as with the quadripartite 
Bonn Group. Strictly speaking the Bonn Group is a voluntary as
sociation of those countries with a direct interest in the fortunes 
of Berlin a1tbough latterly it has been used as a forum in which 
other matters of particular interest to the four countries concerned 
might be discussed. This highlights what could bec.ome a tendency 
of the various informal groupings: namely, to use-them for purposes 
beyond those for which they were·· originally set up, This must ne
cessarily give rise to concern when, as was the case with the Bonn 
Group, :_,it became openly known by the other allies that it had 
been used for consultation on ·certain aspects of the SALT-2 nego
tiation; it gives rise to divisive cbarg·es that cei:tain countries are 
seeking to establish a diroctoire within the Alliance. It is note
worthy that as long as this particular exercise_ remained private 
knowledge to the other allies there was little opposition to the 
idea of the use of the Bonn Group for this purpose. The t~ird reason 
for bypassing the -established Alliance machinery appears to be the 
increasingly widespread view that it is unnecessarily cumbersome and 
that somehow the political and diplomatic implications of military 
and technological matters become obscured. Various examples may be 
encountered. It is sometimes suggested that the national sensiti
vities that are institutionalised within the Military Committee 
serve to filter and conse'quently obscure the value of advice on mat
ters coming up from the NNCs. Another view encountered is that 
national delegations to NATO sometimes lack the relevant resident ex
pertise to make full sense of issues under discussion with the conse
quent effect of consultations within the formal struc-tures of the 
Alliance. Somewhat surprisingly, given its generally acknowleuged 
success .. in the past, the work of the Nuclear Planning Group (l\1FG) has 
lately become .the subject of criticism from United States officials · 
concerned with the effectiveness of NATO consultations on SALT. 

·': 

Apart from the proliferatiorr of informal consultations a . 
further development on Atlantic horizons has been. the growth ·of 
Summits, whether of a regional nature, as 1d th meetings of the 
European Council twice each year, the Western Economic Summits or 
the Atlantic Su;mnits. They overshadow the more tracfi tional meetings 
of tbe North Atlantic Council, not just because of the authority of 
their membership, but also because they have the ab.ili ty to· make. the 
connection between tbe military, ·the political and the economic and 
because they are not limited by the historic boundaries of the Atlan
tic Alliance eitber in their membership or in the subjects that they · 
are able to consider. As sucb, they are cepable of accommodating 
the problems of competence that were identified earlier in the paper. 
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The Search for Reform 

Given this background, what might be done "to overcome the more 
deleterious short.::comings on the existing Alliance institutions? 
It would not be politically realistic .to attempt to re-engineer. 
the entire structure of the Alliance, even'were'there a strong theo
retical case for so doing. In seeking solutions to NATO's insti
tutional problems it is necessary to build upon existing structures, 
both established and embryonic, This· necess<irily inv;o.l~es a :piece
meal approach arrd ·may lack conceptual beauty. However, wh~?.t now 
follows is designed to m.eet a perceived need. 

The already considerable literilture that has concerned ;i.tself 
with problems in the functioning of tne institutions of the Alliance 
has focussed on three areas. The first concern the limits on the 
interests and competences of tP.e Alliance and the constraints on the 
range of subjects and geographical area of activity. 'rhere are mini
i1'llist and maxima:I.ist exponents of change: those who argue that legal
ly all that is required is .a fuller utilisation of. the competences 
provided for in the North Atlantic.Treaty (Article 2 does not confine 
NATO to military matters; nor does Article 6 necessarily limit NATO 
to an area north of the Tropic of .·cancer). , .There are others who 
believe that the scope cf·the Treaty itself should be extended in 
response ~o the new security considerations. of a changing world, : 

.Secondly, there is the series of concerns that .would point to. 
weaknesses in tbe instruments of tLe Alliance.: the Council and its 
subsidiary bodies. These critics again can.be divided into two 
groups: there are those who .. believe that all that. is rec1uirecl is 
minor modification of existing instruments; other believe that there 
is a need for substantial change and the provision of supplementary 
machinery. 

Thirdly, there is the belief that the Alliance suffers from 
ailing'political commitment and will and that many of the problems 
inherent in an international organisation,'wbere there is a premium 
on the notion of sov<ereignty despite the vast range in the powers 
and :r;esponsibilities of its members, could be. overcome if some way 
could be found to :Provide the cirganisat:\.on with a motor, with some 
mechanism to facilitate initiative. Once again, there have been a 
number of suggestions as to bow this might be pro'<ided: thrOUooh en- . 
hancing the status of the permanent members of th;.,·-North At1ii:r:rHc"- ·· · 
Council, by arranging regular Summits, by reinforcing the politic1,1.l 
authority of the Secretary General, or by int.roducing into the inter-:. 
national staff si:Jine intellectual authority with a loose brief to 
undertake policy planning studies of both short and long term interest, 
and· an ability somehow to ensure that such studies are fed into the 
defence planning proc;dures.of the Alliance as a whole. 

As a matter of. expediency the.rninimalist line in the first 
two areas of concern probably holdBout the greater opportunities 
for realisation. Wbat is required· is ~ome attempt· to codify or 
rationalise existing practice, both formaLand informal, and,¥here 
no such links exist, ·ensu're tJ:.at there .is some provision for coordi
nation between the different spheres of activity. In certain res
pects. the Summit mechani'sms: that have been. developed .in· recent years 



have already demonstrated their potential as a useful motor 
for Alliance activity. The London Summit of May 1977 demon
strated this fairly decisively as far as NA~·o was concerned, 

Policy Coordination in Atlantic Affairs 

, The Western Summits reflect an acknowledgement that Atlf.ntic 
relations comprise a web of overlapping issues, affecting.different 

states i'C. •a~:ld.c ways· and also often involving other parts of the 
world beyond the North litlantic area on a fairly immediate ba51:ls. 
Past failures to coordinate international economic initiatives with 
other aspects of collective policy, particularly in the defence field, 
probably reflect most immediately upon a widespread inability to co
ordinate successfully the actions of different departments at a 
national level. There is a case for the creation of a !flinister for 
Atlantic Affairs to ensure tlat there is sufficient coordination 
between different policy strands relating to Atlantic matters and 
to give strategic direction to the evolution of long-term policy, 
He and his staff would not· have prime responsibility for day-to-day 
matters. Together with his co\lnterparts from otl::er member states 
he would effectively for;n part of a high level secretariat providing 
a link between '#estern Summits as \·Jell as· those, such as meetings 
of the European Council, held on a regional level. These Ministers 
would be analagous to a holding company for Atlantic Affairs. 
Heads of national delegations to international vlestern organisations 
would have a dotted line responsibility to these individual Ministers 
as well as direct line responsibility to their mother departments. 
Thus tLere would be a clear distinction between the policy oversight 
responsibility of the Ministers and the executive responsibilities of 
delegates to existing bodies. This formula would ensure that monen
tum was maintained between Summits, that there was an overall direc
tion to Atlantic policy and a minimum·of conflict between different 
strands of national policies in international fora whilst causing the 
minimum interferencewi th established international institutions, 
In the specific case (')f NATO, it would provide a reference point for 
the informal mechanisms that have developed, ensure that there was 
some resolution of the problems created by the insistence of certain-. 
of its members of the limitation of· Alliance competences and providad·· 
a useful motor in its operation. .. 

The Military Committee 

·As far as the internal functioning ·of the Alliance is conce:i::ned 
it-is possible to make a case that the relatively simple step of 
eliminating the l•!ili tary Cormni ttee would leave little sense of loss 
and improve the quality of the relationship between the military and 
political ends of tbe Alliance~ In theo:cy:, the !flili tary Committee, 
as the highest military authority in the Alliance, provides gUidance 
to the political bodies and to the Allied Commanders and the subordi
nate military authorities. It comprises the national Chiefs of 
Staff or, more usually, their permanent representative·s. There are 
a number of criticisms made against it. First, it is dubious as to 
<lhether the principle of sovereign equality - by wticb the Committee 
functions - is conducive to the best military 'decisions and advice, 
particularly when there· are National 11ilitary Representatives on the 
staff of the Allied Commanders and <;hen the national delegations to 
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to NATO include defence counsellors who, to do their jobs effec
tively, must provide a channel for the Chiefs of Staff to make 
their views<known at Alliance level._ Second, under present a:r.: - · 
rangements the views of the "!1ilitary Committee - themselves ref-
lecting -the denominator of thirteen·. national viewpoints without> 
the benefit .of.diplomatic skills to smoothe differences- are 
further .filtered- at the political· level. Third, the introduction 
of traditional vertical military.structures into the NA'rO bureau
cratic process prevents horizontal contacts and can lead to the per
petuation of policies that lack a realistic in-put of non-military 
factors. The Defence Planning Cycle is a case in point: with the 
exception of the long-term planning task forces there is a separE~tion 
of political, economic and military considerations at_a~l stages ex
cept the very beginning and the very end. The fourth major criti
cism is that the Nilitary Committee filters views from the Allied 
Commanders to the. NAC and vice -versa, or- even- shields them from one 
another's thjhking. 

It is, the~efore suggested that the- JVlili tary Committee should 
be abolisloed and instead be replaced by an Allied Commanders 1 Com
mittee (SACEUR, SACLA~lT etc.), served by tbe International Hili tary 
staff and reporting direct to .tl>e Defience Planning· Committee, This 
arrangement would be.analagous .to the original arrangement for a 
N.ilTO Defence Committee. If national"Chiefs -of Staff were likely 
to feel that tl1ey were insufficiently represented within the national 
delegations by the defence c,ounsellors,· :the':re is no Ieason why th-eir 
representatives should. not be included within the· national delegations 
outright. In those extreme cases wr1ere it was felt that traditional 
military distrv.st of diplomatic instincts was likely to be a cause of 
national friction then probably the Permanent Representative-on the 
NAQ should have a military background. Overall, such ·an arrang~ment 
should make the present NATO structure less cumbersome and could lead 
to closer awareness of problems and perceptions between the politi
cal and military levels of the Alliance. 

National Delegations 

The third main area of change would seem to lie within the 
national delegations themselves, To some extent, the compart
mentalisation of function already remarked upon in the handling of 
Atlantic relations is carried over to the national delegation level, 
The British delegation to NATO is the only one which colocates the 
staff of the national :.:.Military Representative to NATO, But perhaps 
of greater concern is the fact that few delegations - in an era of 
increasingly sophisticated defence planning carrying with it major 
implications for national finance and industrial ministries - contain 
in their number financial and industrial policy specialists_. Clearly 
it \Wuld not make sense to have on the staff of every delet:ation an 
expert for each administrative contingency and much can be saved by 
calling in staff from the national capitals concerned only when needed, 
However, a balance needs to be struck between maintaining a comple
ment of staff equipped to deal with the many facets of modern de
fence policy and a consequent appreciation of the national implications 
involved, against the need for economy, One is further led to 
question - not entirely in the spirit of science fiction - whether 
it is necessary to make experts with ha~ demands on their skills 
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shuttle between the fog~bound airports of Europe when it is 
now possible to obtain commercially facilities for· aural and 
visual conference link-ups between the major nationa capitals.' 
If it were possible to overcome the hurdle .of international 
communication in this way, many of the traditional factors that 
make for the creation of standing institutions would appear out 
dated. Indeed, to cite but one .example, the conumdrum of how 
best to organise consultation between allies over SALT given the 
rare skills of those involved would rapidly be solved.· 

These sketchy suggestions do not pretend to be compre-
hensive although they do seek to address themselves to \·Jhat appear 
to be some of the most pressing issues facing the Alliance. The 
principle that has guided their conception is that one should at
tempt to do little more in terms of re-engineering politically de
licate institutions tLan is dictated by present practice. But they 
are geared to ensure a move effective ins.titutional constribution 
to security. The present ·danger is that unwillingness to use the 
formal institutional structures of the Alliance, rather than more 
flexible mechanisms, brings into question the ability of allies to 
ensure that in time of crisis NATO's institutions realise their full 
potential contribution to Atlantic security, They may be creaky 
from lack of use and less effective 'because of it, 

' 

·. 
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DOMESTIC SOURCES OF INSTABILITY IN TURKEY .. 
·by Duygu B, Sezer 

~/hat strikes one a.8 the most marked feature .of the .i>Urkreh 
domestic scene fa the high degree of instability 'in nearlY all major 
spheres of society. Serious economic problems, political polarization 
along ideological. linea, poli tica.l violence· (particularly among the 
radical youth), the ineffectiveness of' the political process and the 
lack of leadership with a. strong popular base able and willing to 
resolve the major 'problem,e have done two things •. They have unsettled 
Turkish domestic life oii ·the one hand,· and ·on 'the other they ha.V~_-set 
in motion a. series of pressures that have shaken, thoUgh not entuely 
pulled a.wa.y, the grounds on which ~kish.foref8n and 'security' policies 
ha.d rested without any serious problems for nearly two decades; · 

I, The Economic Scene 

As a. new state born on the ruins of the Ottoman Empire in 192}, 
Turkey under Ata.tUrk made national survival and modernization the twin 
goals of her existence, Modernization was interpreted as development 
along the lines of the 'contemporary civilization' of the Hee_t. · Vlhat 
Ata.tUrk a.chi~ved was a. social a.nd political transition in Turkish· 
society thrciugn )That are known as 1;he. 1Kema.list Reforms 1 , EconOmic 
transformation~ to be postponed uritil after the Second Horld_War 
for a: .variety of internal reasons, the most . !mporta.nt of which was 
the lack of ca.pitcl.and skilled ma.npawer, 

Turkey, though a.. neutre.l during_ .. t~e )<IIU'_, .. e~'!;ered tl;le post,-,wa.r 
period beari.Dg _the economic a.nd social costs .of mi!.irita.iD.ing a, large, 
mobilized s.rti1¥ o'n a. wetlk, agrar ia.n ba.S'e, . The demands of" the Soviet 
Union in 1945 fo~ two Iiort'll.;.westerri provinces a.nd tl;le Stra.its).'ound 
Turkey with a. wel!k ec'onom1c base,. fo sa.y nothing or the lees-than,
perfect fightilig condition of tha. armed forces, TUrkey~s uriconditiona.i 
resistance to Soviet 4e~ds was not' dete~d by _this ~~vourable · 
balance. However, she. realited .that' she ha.d to give 'prio~i ty to ; . . 
economic development in order to tmprove her defensive ca.Pabiiity·a.a 
well as the standard of living of her people. _ She could not a.chieve 
ecotiom!c development a.nd, a.t the e~e time, siphon' off the neoeseQr,y 
funds for he~ defences by the a.pp~ication of her own resources. simply 
beca.u_se 11he did not have enough. Therefore, E!he sought_ economic' 
assistance from the ~Test ·and a. seotirity relationship that would 
protect her a.ga.inet possible fu~ ~oviet pressures. . . . . 

With her security concerns ia.reiely eaeed, first through the 
Truma.n Doctrine a.nd then 'through her admission into NATO, she· ha.d the 
opportunity to devote her own resources and,: the large amounts of 
economic assistance supplied by the US .to her economic development. 
This 1ni tial la.rge-sca.le effort: a.t economic development happened 
during' Turkey's .first e~rimSnts with parliamentary rule. and a. llilllti
pa.rty system. The combined effects of the two ha.d a. profound effect 
on the political, social and economic profile of the country. ·The 
appeals of poli tica.l and economic freedome and rewards, supplemented 
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by an economic phiioeophy.that favoUred free enterpriee,.generated 
a dynamic motivation among the population in the direction of both 
uninhibited political participation ahd economic- iliitiatiVe and 
experimentation. ParticUlarly motivated were the la:cge masses in the 
countryside and the smaller groups With JUsiness and commercial interests 
in the urban a7;eas wl)._o aJ.i~ep. .;thems~;J.ves l?'ilPP.i.!l .. th.e .. gov:e.rnment, 
Business expected increased profits. The rural poor hoped for 
emancipation from poverty. 

Having been traditionally agricuitural, the basic stratification 
of Turkish society was a large mass of the eubsistence'-level agricUltural 
population, clusters of small-scale businessmen, tradesmen and artisans, 
and a core of l~downing, bureaucratic and, !)!ilitary groups who at the 
same time held the. political power and identified itself with the State •. 

. The SOCial reforms· and the. lEfBB spectacular .econom'ic iliitiatives 
of the pre...:\vorld V/ar II. era had been. su0cesefUl in changing this 
structlire to some degree· by paving the way for the creation of an 
entrepreneurial middle cla.Ss with :Professional_, managerial and technical 
skills and experience •. It. ·also made people restle.ss for opportunities 
to develop .these skills. The policies adopted in the post-~lorld v/ar 
II period .to achieve rapid economic expansion were, among other tw.llgs, 
largely a response to the needs of this newly emerging economic class 
and a cause of its further entrenchment. 'The 1950s in Turkey saw the 
rise of a new middle class, motivated towards investment for profit 
and enjoying political and economic status on the basis of skill en.d 
wealth. 

Increased ecoriomic,activity on the national scale began also 
to enlarge· the numbers of· skilled and semi-sk:!,lled industriil;l .workers. 
Large-scale investments in_public works, petr~hemicale, mineral 
extraction and processizig,· and in textile, food ahd s:(iare-part~· 
industries attracted "'the agricUltural worker .from his ·village to. the 
urban-based industria~. · The rush to. the. ci'J;:I.es for employment spurred . 
urbanization but also 'created social proble~ and sowed the seeds of 
conflict. · · ., 

:: f - ... • .. ' • • • • . . • • • • • • • 

\·/hat. started .. as ·1¥1. am'Qitious .·development vent1,1re by Turkey .in 
the 1950s did il.ccoin'plieih . s1ibsta.il.tial economic expansion within two 
decades •. 1\l'ter .li'.short bUt serioUs 'break in. the late fifties and 
early si,ictie~r~;. expansion picked -ii~. ~:1-il and 'ba.S ).chieved. e, steady 
growth of ~ ,annu.,.lly. until recemtly whe~ it beg!in to' confront . . ·! 

difficUlties, not all of which were of.direct domestic origih. The 
per capita incoine of abaut $100 in the early 1950s rose to $300 in : 
the mid-1960(3 and' to $1,000 in the riiid-i970s:· · · . .. · 

Sustained economic expa.zlaion during the past 25 years has created 
a complex of problems more serious than the· rate .of growth and per .. 
capita income wouJ.d'seem to ·suggest_;_ .. The main reasons· are that. 
economic development was based· on heavy foreign and'domeetic.borrowing, 
on inflationary measures, and on .induStrialization through exp<';=te, · 
with 1i ttle emphasis on internal savings. The difficUlties of this 
type of development can be offset fairly easily as long as there is 
either a reliable supply of .foreign capital, i.e. economic assistance, 
or an export sector capable of financing the imports, ·or both.· On 
the first score Turkey was fortunate until tl:i~ Seventi.es •.. External 
resource transfers in the period 1950-69 provided on average over 496 
of the_ GNP; . ~J:iey amounted to aimost 50>6 ~~ the total ·foreign ex~,\~ . 
earnings of Turkey. during this period. . In other wo~, Turkey ~i~ .. •· .. _. 
the ben.Jficiary of substantial foreign capital. pri.lna:X:iry from. the·· .. . 
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US and la~er through the Consortium to aid Turkey in the 1960s in 
which the US contri-butions again fared. the largest. By late 1960s 
she had received nearly $5 billion of aid, one third qf ;.•:uch was 
econo~c and the rest military. 

Though the amount .of aid began to dwindle -in the early. 1970s, 
the adverse effects of this situation was. amp;Ly made .. up by the .. -foreign 
currency remittanc~s depos.itl!d in Turkish banks llY Turkish workers · 
employed in Federal Rep11blic of.,Germiny. -So, in_ 1973, she :enjoyed 
her first favourable balance of payments for nearly twenty-five years. 
The effects of the rise in oil prices began t_o hit her,, too, after 
1973. \'/hile she has had to devote nearly half of _her export earnings 
to pay for her oil imports, -she has also had ,to bear another ·consequence 
of oil politics: the return of some thousand of Turkish workers from 
Germany in the aftermath of the world,wide recession following the 
oil embargo. This in turri reduced the amount of foreign exchange 
remi ttanceo b0• Tur!Ush ~;orkers. 

' ' . 
The export sector of the ecohomy failed :to ·ris.e to the expectations 

originally pinned on it. The imdiversified ag:liiculture could not raise 
production. of the four traditional export commodities - tobacco, _cotton, 
figs and !W.zel nuts - to any great extent. The irrationalllismigeinent uiethodl 
of state industries (which make up nearly half the major industries), 
and the consumer-goods oriented private industries (which found 
supplying the.large domestic market more lucrative- than competing with 
external mkets) consumed on the _whole more foreign exchange than they 
produced. 

A persistently unfavourable balance of trade could not be curbed 
as long as the 7"t6 annual growth . rate we.s set as a target to be 
maintained at all. costs. \iha.t .this has meant has been a roughly 
stable annual domestic exports of $4 billion in the mid-seventies 
( $2.5 billion from exp_ ort revenu_ ea and $1. ~ bi-llion from worker's 
remittances and other service transactions) --as opposed . to an import 
requirement of $5-6 billion between 1975-77, anticipated to reach 
$7-8 billion in 1978, if 7% grow::h rate is desired. This imbalance 
must be evaluated against -a baokground of ·a,tcital foreign debt . 
officially stated· to be approximately $5 billion, but unofficially 
believed to be $10 billion, of which half a billion has to be paid 
back annually as the loans reach maturity. 

This, in short, ;!.s the situation that has,_lead recent Turkish 
governments -t;o· seek negotiations with the IMF and some private. 
foreign banks. The .. dependence on foreign exchange to keep .othe economic 
development at. its ac_customed pace of 7% has. created an economic 
standstill when the two avenues of.obtaining the foreign exchange
import of foreign capital and export earnings - have not proved as 
promising as inticipated. Investments have had to be decreased, 
causing a fall in productivity and a·rise in unemployment ·at the 
cost of fuelling. further social uni-est 'and' poli tic!l.i 'instability~ 

This organic relationship between development and foreign 
currency has been a cause of anxiety, especially for the intelligentsia. 
While the average man is.frustrated at the economic standstill 
because it deprives him of the ina.ny conveniences he had come to · 
expect (particularly in the urban ::entree and even smaller tmms), 
the intelligentsia's. reaction has been more profound. They wonder
about the inherent weaknesses and injustices of capitalism, a 
system that Turkey has been trying to install for nearly a quarter 
of a decade; they attrillute the recent setbacks to the ·failure of 
private enterprise to place the country's welfare ahead of profit. 
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They see the hazard<' of ·a dependency relationship for economic 
development and defence. The US arms embargo acisli~.g from the 
Cyprus issue, the reluctance of international finanu~3.l- ":i.nstitutions 
to offer credits, and difficulties enco:-._,1tered with the EEC in which '
she is an associate member tend to underline the hazards, lt is 
only natural that the IMF proposai of Autumn 1977 to underwrite 
foreigri loans to Turkey on condition that she· reduces he):' growth 
rate from 7";6 to 3-496 was not very popular even though govel.'llments 
may still find that they-have to accept the conditions. 

'. ' . . ' ··'• . ' ,: . 

The Cyprus question has adde.d to the' .. di-fficu+ ties alre;l.d$" __ ._ -
encountered in the national econonzy-; T!i.e uncertain political 'clj,mate, 
has scared private enterprise; the budgetary burdens of the Cyprus 
involvement have been quite extensive; and the ·arms embargo has 
meant the diversion -of resources from economic investments to defence 

"' ~;:.:~t;· 
procurement, 

The wealth created by the achievements has not been distributed 
as equally as was hoped. Because 'the middle class is largely made up 
of salaried groups, their income is taxed at source, thereby leaving 
no possibility of tax evasion, whereas the same tax system is full of 

-loopholes for those engaged iri private business. 

The rate. of population growth at 2. 796 per annum has been another 
cause. of the disappearance of the wealth created, The population ·· 
(42 million) is expected to double by 2010,-and this will absorb most 
if not all the. growth of GNP. Living standards cannot be expected to· 
rise unless GNP increases dramatically. 

- ' Inflation haS beelllm!lilinc; at about 25"/<>-3~ a ye<l,r since 1974, 
with all that implies.- The absence of price controls has allowed 
rising_costs to be passed on. 

Unemployment and-underemployment has angered nearly 3 million 
of the 16 million work force. Governments, with_ their rel,atively 
static investment allocations, could not keep pace with the demand 
created by the pressures of population growth for new jobs, The 
right to emp).oyment has become a· social ';j.ssue with political implications 
as well as-economic, 

In the final analysis, I think it is safe to say that Turkey haS 
serious economic problems but that they are not insurmountable. The 
lure of economic developmeiit" mdted the people behind the' political 
leadership in the fifties but :development has not benefited equally 
all segments of the population •. · •Economic policy is now t~e source of . 
one of the-main ideological and political disputes, 

"'J· 

II. Turkish Politics: Rewards and Problems of Demobracy ' 

With the transition to democracy in 1950 (after twenty-five years. 
of authoritarian rule .. under one-party government) Turkey became _ ·: · · 
the scene of vigorous political activity, However, while the new 
political regiine was.undotibtedly democratic, it had an uneasy and 
rather brief exposure·.· ' --

_.· •. !:: 

'!t came to an abrupt stop in 1960 when the military intervened -
with a coup in response to the increasingly oppressive and authoritarian 
rule of the Democratic Party, who had coma to power in 1950 on the 
very basis of democracy, The economic problems created by the 

' 
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government's bold but haphazard economic policies also·pley"ed their 
part in bringing about the coup. 

After a year of military rule, the civilian leac •. ~ship resuined 
power through elections and were subjeded -to the pressures of a 
complex set of forces whose lasting icipressioris on domestic politics 
as well as foreign-policy have-relevanc~_for the Turkey of ·today. · 

When --the military yielded to ·civilian rul~, ·Turkish politics · · ' 
and the ecoriomy were no more stable thari' they· had 'ba'eri before. ' 
However, underthe"military, Turke;tadopted a new constitution that 
expressed the illa.jor forces· that operated in the country' at the time.· 
The Constitution of 1961: 1) · Upholds democracy and democratic .. · 
freedom; 2) establishes social justice as an indispe'nsable goal of 
the State; and :S) .bistitutes -checks-and-balances aimed primarily 
at the Executive. · ' · · 

The Constitution was a response·to·the political and socio-economic 
transformation that Turkey had gone through during the previrius · 
decades of modernization. Political socialization ·through democracy 
had been nearly achieved. A high degree of political participation 
and efficient nationwide party organizations had taught people that · 
they could participate in politics and in decision-makirig orily if 
democracy were .upheld; the memories of 'the pre-~Jorld War II 
authoritarianism made democracy cherished, · Economic motives were 
just as instrumental as political incentives in favouring a democratic 
system of government. People had seen that democracy allowed different 
economic interests the freedom to develop and express themselves · 
through political participation and competition. However, economic 
interests were :::.ot to be pursued in such a way' as to jeopardize the · 
social balance, to lead to the supremacy of. one or more social groups 
at the expense of others, or to hinder the right of the individual 
to self-improvement and development. 

As the crude stratification and traditional loyalties of Turkish 
society crumbled each ·newly emerging group .made demands on the wealth 
that was being created. Constitution provided them with the political 
framework in which to proceed towards the attainment of their interests. 
In other words, Turkey in the first half of the 1960s was ready and 
willing to plunge· into-a pluralist democracy where any view and interest 
could be freely expressed and organised ·for political action. 

The lower_ income groups whose fortunes hSd not fared so well 
during the process of economic expansion had the most serious grievances. 
Studies conducted by the State Planning.-Orga.nization of Turkey (1966) 
and by some Turkish schoia.rs (1971) on income distribution have shown 
that income inequality in Turkey haS been greater than in most 'of the 
developed and developing countries. It haS also been shown ·tha.t'the 
top one-fifth of the families in the sample received about 6~/o of 
the total national income and those in the ·bottom one-fifth only 
3-4%. The persistence to this d!ey' of similar disparities explain 
some of the sources of political instability in Turkey. · 

It is important to understand this dyriamic situation in the 
early 1960s. Tocis.Y's instability is an extension of the issues 
and developments -of those years in a polarized political setting.
Economic and social demands, organised at a time' of political awakening 
and conscious of the merits of democracy, made the task of the 
governments of the 1960s very difficult. · Demands could not easily 
be reconciled. There had to be substantial flexibility· in the 
leadership or even a reorientation in social- philos·opby as a basis 
of policy as well as co-operation from· non-governmental leadership 
groups. 
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. The ;_Justice,,P?Xty ;(JP)_,· ,in 1 P,OWer ,from 1965 :toi197l:with-a, st~ong ;r,v.;.-; 
majority, underwent a change in leadership,by_,electing·Suleyman (·~1 al ~-:. I 
Demirel as the head of the party in 1964. He was Prime ¥linister 
until the, militB:r.V.! s subtle 1 it!terventio~, :1-n •.1971.·,;; A ·eu.ccessf~ ·• :J ~·
technocrat< of •. peas_ant, origin, , he 1 belie;v·ed in ·liberal : freedoms, :.: ~pid :: .. .:cq 
economic_, devel:opment.,!Uid 1 a. role ·for ._f;i-e~:-:enterprise .: , It .was :l,cr:gely.o fq;. -~ 
through his. economic .. p<>Hcies t~Jat 1 expansion, occllr!ed 1 in :the :.sixties I •"i :·; 

which led 'to an improvement in living standa!rds. ~lith the frequent 
resort to tCollect.i V:S':'bargaj,rling by, ,labo~,. :tax; reforms, ,. state, subsidies 
to the small fa.tmer arid, extension of: social :security ;'benefits • to), .;::r ;,aa 
larger e~egmerits; of ;the, population,• ,.a 1 degre_e t.Of ,sc;>cial 1 just.ice ,_,.,as , :x"vil:r ti 
attaine.d • ..i.:Ho;rever_ ~ t :·fel.l short i of ,a!j!pi~tions ~,particularly, those ec:;:,.:::r. 
of organized :lap();u.r.;i,n Lthe •:cities,cand rof,salaried groups •. under ~.the 1l!:'l') , ..... ,, 

pressure of, inflation. 3 Furthermore, )'1r .•. •Del!li,rel1 s ,ideological ( <: :r -:>'9c:r1 
refusal t_o. relate material ,improvements ,_t'o ~the ,need' for s_o_cial justice' :·r't 
to come up ~rith a social rationalization for his economic ,successes e 1 t.o 
gradually alienated the urban-based labour for whom he had created 

• job :opportun,:!.ties 1 by, his ih.eavy investments, -and the • intelligentsia :>::!i' 
~rhose belief1 in_1demo9ra.Cy,he,_shared •. 1jJAccording t.o.;h,im econom,ic.:t::l' .1.01 !1crii 
development ,would . promote·.~ ~.qua1HY: ._without ~the' need (for, e_xtensi ve , er ·• .,. ; 
intervention.1.Yet it;didnot. ·His,,bold ta.x;reforms.,were 1notJ.J.>• n , , J •-'! 
sufficient~ tc;> ,redistribute the-, wealth ;created.-~· But 'J'!lost significant 1• .•. ,,., 
of all, he.:failed ~to develop a,social;philosophy 'in wht~·development '(.lli:' 

~rent hand-in-han_d 1·li th :sc;>,cia,l ,justice_, the ,latter,bei.nglsingle mos~ t::t:m~nfl 
important V:alue, in' :'J?urkish: socie~Y.· in" t_he, si_xties .,to ·persist • to ;the lti.~ ·rn 
prese~t. ~·Social justice is ,.se~n ,as ,both the ;cause. and lthe ,resul t:of .:J ~ .-;·~t 
econ9mic ·.tl~ll-;:being ._and ~deJI\o~cy,, .1but ,he c9uld. ~ot .bring ,hims~l~- to ~-J~"·:•· 
explain his_.,economic succe.sses 1in:.s.ocial terms. "':1 ~ r.rl-: ~:r .. ..,.. Jtll ~llll~!!,1: 

.~L ... ::.ot.,~!') t"l"r .. v":"'·:oh .!-.alJ!.,;.Jqr.n:> !:ns tro.?tr1-~"' ~;t~,('lott !1'\~>!j '~le( . .!~.,1· .. :..t 
The 1 other; major rparty, the Republi.c.an tPeople' s ,Party ~(.RPP), · da'>-::'l1:-.l 

underwent .. a cJ¥mge of, philosoPlJy, in .. 1965 :and ,of leadership in: 1967-1971 •. ,. 1 

Mr. · :Bulent'; Ecevi t be::ame tJ:!,e. chairina.n r in ,_1971·_11hen: he ,defeated .the ,,;!.' •.c 
veteran Turkish politician and statesman,.' Nr. ;Ismet 1,Inome, ·:in a: clash ••::: q;t 
of views over the extent of the socialism that the party ·11as prepared 
to adopt.~.,Beginning;~1ith the,~L(l:('t:of·Centre' .. slogan :in 1965,, the ·~· 
RPP has ,ultimately adopted social·:democr;l.cy t as Hs ;guiding J philosophy • .toot 
The increase rin ,,the ·percentage l.Of cVotes.;i t ,has muste.red r since,:l969 :o:.e·: ~::d;t 
deiJ!onstrates 'the, appeal 1 of ~.thi,s, shift ,_to "the Turkish electorate.· ))•ro;re~r.::·;. 

. JH;::. vC·~".n·:r cc·..: eC;)r.r D!!~ !., ll.·~ri J.rj·;:l~,. ~u· ~ .... ·· -Y. :::.::t.r:· ~(~·~,~,. ~-~!).;.) .ur. 
J ;./!'he l emergence ·of 1 the·. Turkish. Labour · PartyJ .(TLP) (in _the _ _.early . .t Fll t£ ·.- :• 

sixties l·ras mo.st ·.sign'i.ficant. ,, It ~-filler'!-.: a _vacuum' that ·long • existed,~ .!.~~~ 
in Turkish democracy, Marxist by commitment yet a socialist· party 
in its official ,.descript;ion ;duel t,o ~th~ ·ban. on cx.>nnnunisrn•·· .t~ ·.TLP.i c.r!'i: 
tooJ:t ,_to_,i tself 'the _task :Or ,foi-muJ.a.tll)g:. ~d. solving. scientifically.;•;t ::c-. : ·~:-"1 
the rising· demands of. the ~der-privileged•groups in:Turkey.·--•Tile, •:~J.;i.:tj-L 
emergence,,_of-an orgaidz~d ~ieft7wing ~par-ty iin parl,:i;a.rnent"1 for.~ the first ,J ·. ,•:-c
time in ,Turkey! a: history- at· a~~ime ... w:ten,s.oci~ :ferment ;for ,economicnt :·r:tt 
equality. ,.t-ias ,the,' central i focus of ; politics . have i had' a··last;ing l influence '[<•fJ 
on the P<>li tical·, and. social . evolu-tion of, society.· i: The· TLP ·explained, no q:~,~ 
in terms oi'.;class ·.st:rUct~e .:!':.Plass·: conflict . and :international . ea pi tal : e1:J: 
the underl;#ng:causes !Ofj,Turkey!s.Elconomi? :ba.q~,rardness arid. the_ t:~rh ,'; ... ( 
presence of inequal:i,tYO:'DJ';' nt '_;:H.J:l•fli:tnrt.t r::_,,,t: Ll.oq ~ ,, 'l!: >-=t.-.)l' cnj- 'c;: '-" .;J;; 

The TLP ,:· very. per_suasi ve: in,~b,m . arElas, .. \·ras . also . sucqessful r .J! 
in reaching 1 out tto ,the ·rural: :.are_as through ;:i.ts ,local and youth. •.<')<;:.[ ·~h . .::~. 
organizat:f,oi).B_._, H<;m~ver, ·,the ,rifts ,amongLthe .,top. leadership ;.on .the ""!·b bt1.3 
question: of, the _4egree of. I1a.rxist ,ortho~oxy,._to be: properly ,pursued o.tr:.l:1o:U 
~rithin the Turkish context contri'~u,:ted-heavily, to.its. disintegration .. , .b~
Its parU~ent.ary strength,camerdo~m from 15 in·l965,to two seats:~-·:"lr.'7 ,•-·: 
at the general•,election _of :1969.-,_The.,party,was-::banned :in:l972: Jl.:·:o~- t o;.tf 
foll~ring ,the ·~intervention ,by .:ultimatum~~· cif .the .military_, in politics ,-:._ :;.[, 
in 1971, ,to·.!be ,legalised,agai,n;_in,1Sl75•.'l o, 0 ;.~::·::.~"·"JO S$ Hou ·.a -.c,.,tJ:• lo 

·~·~o~ 
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The failure of ·the. Left as an·organized political party has been 
amply compensated for by .the popularity that leftist ideologies have 
found in.the universities, among youth, in the lower echelons of the 
bureaucracy·; and in part .of the lab6ur force. In a rc-.:iod of Turkish 
political development when complete freedom of exprsssidft'and organ
ization was.an inviolable. right. of every citizen and when both ·ohe 
idea and the fact of social inequalities occupied intellectually and 
politically,a·vital place for the process of' the allocation of national 
resources, the Left prospered, Hwever it. has failed to·be a successful 
political movement within the rules of democracy •. The political·role 
of the TLP - to lead Turkey through the democratic process to the 
dictatorship .of th<> proletariat.- has been taken 'over by radicalized · 
youth and part .. of the lab.our force but lvith one difference; parliamentary 
process and demQCracy are no more seen as a necessary element of this 
goal, as. they >reflect merely '.ballot-box democrac:y 1 and enhance tlie 
power of ·the ruling classes, 

Among the many Leftist· youth organizations, the Federation of the 
Revolutionary Youth of Turkey (FRYT) held the· allegianc~ of ~ young 
radicals and was ·the most effective in its leadership, organisation 
and the execution of its ter-.corist activities between 1969 and 1971·. 
Presently the Leftist youth is organized around a 1dde spectrum. 

Political terrorism conducted by the FRYT and the People's 
Liberation ll.rmy of Turkey (PL&T) was effect-ive inbril:lging a high 
degree of fear and uncertainty to the people in the cities, seriously 
disrupting civil order and governmental authbrity. 

The Confede~~tion of Revolutionary Trade Union (CRTU) has been 
the only major voice of labour. dedicated t·o Marxist ideology" and to ·. 
action, The CRTU, which presentli.'has ·a,membership'of about 200,000, 
was born out of the ranks· of the Confederation: of Trade Unions of 
Turkey (CTUT) irt 1967 as a reaction. to the. CTUT's efficiB.lly non
political stance. In fact the CTUT had closer relations with the 
Justice Party in the 1960s, Prasently representing the largest 
segment of organized labour, the CTUT Juts close.to one million 
members and nov1 supports the RPP 1 s social democratic platform. 

The challenge to tne radical Left ·came mostly from the militant 
Right. The party that. had represented the Right in Turkish politics, · 
the Republican Peati!ant National Party0 was reorganized irt 1965 by its 
ne1·1 leader, Alparslan Turkes, in order·· to reflect its more extreme 
position in favour·_of the exaltation of nationalism; the State and 
the Turkish youth as. bulwarks against foreign inf·luences and ideologies. 
The party name changed to the Nationalist Action Party (NAP) in 1969, 
Yet, despite its nationalism, it was· able to sectire only one seat at ·· 
the election of 1969. Though the· gr0wth of'its parliamentary strsngth 
was slow between 1969-1973, ·(only.three seats in the elections of 
1973),.an upsurge of ·its strength to 16 seats in the 1977 elections · 
has been a cause. of conc.ern among the many moderate circles. One 
development of the Right in Turkey··is demonstrated by National 
Selection.Party (NSP), an Islamic·party that' fosters the old values 
of traditional society, This ·party believes in development through 
self-reliance and autarchy but they lost. in 1977 half of the. 50 seats 
won spectacularly in ·1973~ · NSP is not a .militant party and uill 
remain so as long as. it operates within:the,bonfines of la~r. If it 
is forced to close down, it is liltely that it would go ·underground 
and bec::ome more militant; The loss it has recently suffered in · 
popular votes is attributable more to the loss of credibility of 
its chairman, Mr. N. Erbaka.n, than to dislike of·hispolitico-
religious policies. 
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In the organizadon of the radical Rightist youth, the NAP of 
Mr. A, TUrkes has played a major role since the,mid-l960s, The 
tasks of the militant youth movement was to assimile.·::3 and disseminate 
the ideas and ideals of Turkish nationali.sm and to s"1.press communism. 
The militants, called the 'Grey Holves 1 , .receive their specific 
directions from the Organization of the Hea.r:ths of Idealists, ·che 
name of the most effective rightist youth movement; and Mr. TUrkes 
is publicly claimed by them to be their 'Leader'. Just as the radical 
Leftist youth considers itself to be the vanguard of the exploited 
cia~ses of Turkey, the Rightis~ youth looks at itself as the saviour 
of the -Turkish nation and .. of the glories of the Turkish past. 

The inability and reluctance of the Government to cope with terror 
again brought military intervention in politics in 1971. Civilian rule 
by appointed governments under the shadow of the military and under 
marshal law stopped terror. But it stopped terror by an indiscriminate 
drive against the Left while showing restraint to the Right, By the 
time genuinely elected governments came to power in late 1975, the 
organized radical Left had been more or less eliminated. The militant 
Right, however, managed to stay relatively intact both as a political 
party and as manifested among the youth, For a brief period during 
the rule of Prime Hinister Ecevit in 1974, it looked as though Turkish 
political life would restabilize itself with the restoration of 
democratic freedoms. But it has not. 

One firial topic that deserves attention in an analysis of the 
domestic ,sources of instability-in Turkey is the relationship between 
domestic politics and the developments that have taken·place in Turkish 
foreign policy, 

Turkey felt the need to make some readjustments, tgough minor 
then in her foreign policy in the mid-l960s •. · Subsequent to the 
Cyprus crisis of 1964, there emerged a volatile aJJ,ti-limericanism· 
and anti-NATO feeling among youth, the press, the universities. and 
other groups with access to mass. media. 

Those were the years, as will be recalled from the pages above, 
when uninhibited freedom of expression was seen as a prerequisite of 
democracy. In the public debates that ensued on the Cyprus issue 
and Turkish•limerican relations, foreign policy, as pursued during 
the previous twenty years, showed up the costs of a bilateral or 
multilateral dependency relationship rather than the rewards. . The, 
people had always been told of the_ advantage:s of havingclosa relations 
with the US and NATO; they had. never been told ·that such relatiopship 
also invo.lved risks _and inl).ibitions, Had Turkey's foreign policy, a 
strictly taboo area until 'then, been a'subject of public discussion 
prior 'to c;rise_ s in which the .United s:tates interests conflicted with . . . 

those of Turkey and. ha.d the style of limerican interven,tion been less 
arrogant, the public's reaction in. the 1960s probably.would have been 
less serious, The Turki_sh Labour Party was the inost a.ctive in exposing 
practically .all the jmknown aspects of Turkey's relationship with the 
US but freedom of debate provided many non-Leftist ci:r_:cles with the 
chance to vent their views. When released from two decades of s1lence 
on the subject. of, foreign policy, people could point to the excesses 
in US-TUrkey relations that had built up during the. two decades of 
close co-operation. The strains in US-Turkish relations which_occurred 
in 1964 and have continued since 1974 have helped demonstrate visibly 
these weaknesses,. An ally who had had no second thoughts about using 
Turkish soil for intervention in Lebanon, an act that had no connection 
with NATO responsibilities, did not hesitate to inh1bit Turkey in 
the pursuit of her. national interests in 1964 in the name of alliance 
solidarity, and since 1975, for unauthorized use of arms supplied by 
her. The contradiction could not but seriously undermine the image 
of the US in the eyes of the public. 
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The persistence of Turkey's economic problems,' too, have had 
impJ.:'.cations .for Turkey's overall attitude towa.rds the West. After 
all, Turkey has been trying to develop through the· 1 <:3.pi talist road· 
to development 1 , with the.· aid of substantial ~/astern. <.sSistance· but · 
without 'iruccess; . The per.ennial·'economic problems and the ensu.i.ng 
social unrest have bred doubts· about the' wisdoui·of'tlling'the wost 

~ • ' • • . • .• • . f '. 

as the unconditional· model for development. Since Turkey's ·foreign .. 
and sec\iri ty policies :were ·basically )JUll t on the assumpti'on 'trui.t her ·· · 
domestic 'political and econoiiiic systems woui(f .copy_ those o:f the V/est 
a suspicion about the former· woUld bre'ed a f!USpi:cion about the latter} 
In other words, her foreign and security·ori"entation were at'the sil.me 
time a social and political choice. Apprehension over the relevance 
for Turkey of the 1-lesterii economic model 'Brtd its supportihg "political . . . .. . . . . -~ 
institutions has reached significant proportions· and this has also been 
reflected in Turkey's foreign policy. · · 

This type' of thinki.il€'; enc~urage'd' 'by frustrations . over 'the failure 
to develop along the' lines of 'the. \·lestern model·, 'difficulties with the 
EEC and the Uriited States'.and isolation in internatiorial foruins has .. 
developed in the· ·direction· of claims for a 'Third World identity; 
neutralism iri foreign policy, militant:natioMlisni and a yeB.rning for 
identity witl:i'the islamic community. Claims' to. belong to the Third 
\-lorld and ne)ltralism would automa.ticaJ.li result in a drastic chli.nge 
in foreign policy and. security policy: 'The pressures of nationalism 
and Islalli would weaken 'Turkey's ties with the Wes't in more "SUb tie. ways 
and ·more gradUallY but both are. likely to '.home together in forci!lg, a 
break ~1i th the us and ·NATO if carrie_d to the extreme. · · · 

CONCLUSION 

None of the above explains why.the democratic political institutions 
and processes have -;(tilled to ·,build on the achievements of economic ,and 
political development. · · · 

In general terms, "I believe that this is a>case· of the. crisis of 
democracY. in a developing society.· Turkey lia:, succeeded in establishing" 
the formal insti ttitionil of an· improved model 'and· gone some ways to . 
improve living standards but, 'when faced with "the pressllres and counter-· 
pressures mobiiized by: these develo:Ptnents ;· she has failed to. utilize .. 
the democratic political proc·ess to_ 're<l,U_C(il 'c:onflict, to com,Pr'Omise on .. 
points of disagreement and to e!1hance. 'the points of consensus. 

·, , ' • • I '' • : •: I < , • • ' '1 , •'' 

Turkey's. two maiir political parties, 'the"·JP ~d the Rl'P; have 
demonstrably failed' to· iead 'society. "towards real freedom. ·The' Turkish· 
electorate have shown corisiste'ntly . sillce i961 tlui.t their choice lis.s . 
rested wi t1i these two "parties;· Extreme ideolOgies and policies of ::. 
both the'Rigbt and Left. have been rejected by·the great majority •. 
It was incumbent on the two main parties to develop' social justice· 
and to 'piifsue the· policies that would respond to the' needs of_ the 
people. · · · · · · · · l · 

· ... 

Instead, t~ey _have·engaged in-fierce competition-that essentially 
focussed on ari·aipress:i.on· of their''world views rather than on socio
economic issues, The first hil:if of the 1960s -shouia have·shoWn clearly 
the needs and issues on which TUrkey's future peaceful evolution 
depend~d. Although id,eological competition .and conflict absorbed. 
theiX·total"eriergies peither, ironically, was politically motivated 
in ex6lilsively 'and strictly idecilog:i.cSJ. term~>·· · 

, ' I . . 

" " 
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The JP, stressing the individual, sought a curious coalition 
with the militant nationalism .and theocratic tr~ditionalism of the 
Right in its confrontation with the RPl' who sought a;' unreliable 
alliance with the revolutionary collectivism of the j;,;..ft. By 1975, 
they had successfully established two socio-political poles, t!'Je JP 
leading the pole of individualism in a paradoxical coalition ~;:f:~h 
national socialism, and the RPP leading the pole of democratic 
socialism in a paradoxical coalition with totalitarian collectivism. 
The RPP is linked less formally and rigidly with their allies than. 
the JP. The Youth organizations reflect exactly this political 
polarization but in a more militant way. 

In this battle of ideologies, economic and social issues have 
been neglected although each pays lip service to them in order to 
legitimise their ideological positions, 

The Electoral. failure of the T.L.P. (Turkish Labour Party) has 
helped to polarize politics. Had it functioned as a viable political 
party or the extreme .Left, the RPP would have been able to transmit 
to the JP social philosophy as a left of centre party, therefore 
posing less of an overwhelming threat to the JP within the rules of 
democracy, The JP•s perception of the ·RPP as the single voice of the 
wide spectrum of the Left, therefore undermining JP's chances of 
coming to power through the democratic process, has forced it to 
seek alliance with the militant Right and thereby undermine its own 
basis of popular support. The intervention of the military in politics 
in 1971 has been unhelpful; their persecution of the Left and the 
closing down of the TLP has increased the strength of the Right while 
decreasing that of the legally organized Left. It has heightened the 
tensions between the JP and the RPP. 

Where does Turkey go from here? I believe that depolarization 
of Turkish politics is the first imperative for stability. If the 
two major parties would oi:lly pursue their mm socio-economic 
philosophies with the country's problems in mind instead of attacking 
each other, the democratic political process would resume and stability 
would follow. Each has to disengage froni their formal or tacit alliances 
with movements which do not represent its own world view. There is 
ample room in the Turkish political system to accommodate all c~ents 
of thought and all kinds of socio..:economic and political ideologies,.· 
Neither needs the support of the militant groups that stand on its . 
side of the Centre. If they both believe in democracy as genuinely 
as they profess, the JP's iiberal democracy and·. the RPP's democratic 
socialism must not be turned· into a drive to cancel eiwh other out. 
Turkey's economic problems are serious but not insurmountable, as I. 
have said above. If the major parties look to governmental power as 
a mandate to attack these problems within the. framework of their world 
views rather than attacking each other, there will be progress. But·. 
before this stage can be reached, the JP has to accept that the sociai 
bases of power have been changing in Turkey and that therefore large 
segments tdll vote for the RPP without being communist just as the 
RPP has to accept that the JP represents large segments of the 
population who are not fascists, Extreme Left and Right wing shades 
of opinion have their own political representation within the Turkish 
political system. 

If th.o process of depolarization does not materialize, instability 
will oi:lly increase. The present government of. JV".r. Bulent Ecevit, who 
relies on a very small majority, will not be able to cope with political 
terror which has become the most acute problem; nor will it be able 
to pass the necessary legislation to cope with the economic and social 
problelDlil. 

. ' 
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How will domestic instability affect Turkish foreign and security 
policies? 

Both the JP and the RPP have exercised restraint 30 far in order 
to maintain the basic foreign and security relations of Turkey. However 
there is pressure from several segments of public opinion for either a 
reduced degree of dependence or a radical change towards neutralism. 
The setbacks experienced in Turkey's relations with the Hest and her 
rejection by the Third World for having allied herself with the ~lest 
strengthen these tendencies, Each main party is aware of the void 
created in Turkey's defensive capability. 

1\'hether under a JP or an RPP government, Turkey feels she is under 
the coercive pressure of the US, which to her symbolizes the apex of 
her relations with the \vest. This perception, coupled with pressures 
from some segments of the public opinion, may make neutrality a much 
more attractive option (in which she will at least know where she 
stands) than the present one in which she does not seem to fit anywhere, 

This option would be much more difficult for the JP to choose than 
for the RPP. Each would have to win the support of the military in 
such a move, The top echelons of the military are assumed to be pro
NATO. However, their role in the society being the defence of the 
country, it is possible that the experiences since 1974 may have 
adversely influenced the basis of their previous calculations and 
preferences towards a total NATO commitment. 

Mr. Ecevit 1s search for a new security concept ~ be the key to 
what he has in mind. It is not a concept that has been elaborated 
offiCially in detail. Essentially, t think, it will aim at reducing 
Turkey 1 s reliance on the collective security system and enhancing the 
contributions of domestic elements to the defensive capability. 

List of possible questions 

l. \Vhat are the advantages of Turkey's membership in NATO to 
Turkey and NATO respectively? 

2. \Vhat are the main causes of tension between Turkey and the 
US presently? 

• 

3. Do improved relations with the Soviet Union imply that the 
Soviet Union is not perceived as a source of threat to Turkey's 
security? 

4. How do proponents of neutralism propose to take care of Turkey's 
security? 

5. \Vhat are the main sources of tension between Turkey and the EEC? 
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Security in Southern Europe 

by Christoph Bertram 

Address given to the Instituto Espanol de 
Estudios Estrategicos del GESEDEN, Madrid, 
28.3.78. 

This is, ladies and gentlemen, one of those titles that seem 
clear but .are not, that appear to provide order in the 
intellectual jungle of political analysis and do not. In 
fact, 1 t. begs the question - Is ·there. a Southern Europe, in 

' . . . . . . . . 

the sense of a coherent region wi th.f?hared problems of 
security? Or are the security problems within Southern 
Europe - from Turkey in the East to Spain in the West - too 
diverse to fit under one common category?. And even if - in 
~ecurity terms - there is a S~uth~rn Europe, is it special in ' -· . . 

its security problems as compared to other regions of Europe, 
and suffici.ently so to make a real difference? I propose to 

. ' . '• ···- ' ' . . 

approach our subject tonight, therefore, in discussing three 
. . ' . 

concentric circles of security, starting with the security 
iri Europe, then to secur.ity in southern Europe, and, finally, 
to security in the part of southern Europe where we meet 
tonight: the Iberian.Peninsula. 

~ecurity in Europe 

Today, and for th.e foreseeable future, we cannot· talk about 
security. in Europe without taking into account what are, · 
essentially, extra-European. developments.: The Soviet Union 
is only ·partially a European country) but - due to her vicinity 
and military might she is the European military s:uperpower. '1 

Y The major focus of West European security concerns lies here: 
how to cope Wi.th this Soviet superpower •. Because this is 
the chief military threat to Europe's security, we cannot 
discuss it- and cope .. with·it.• wi·thout thesupportof' 

. . -·· 
annther extra-European power, the United States. As a result, 
the relationship between the soviet Union and the United 
States has a direct.bear.ing:op. security in Europe: Soviet-. 
American tensions become tensions for Europe, and soviet- .. 
·American detent~ while reducing East-'West tensions in Europe 
may create new internal problems for the Western Alliance. 
Finally, we are entering a period when developments outside 

OUESTA~PI:JBBLICAZIONE t Dl PROPRIETJ. 
DElliSTitC!TQ /l.:'FAP.I IN~fPr.rilZIONAU 
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the traditional East-West spectrum will increasingly 
influence European security concerns, not in the more . . 

narrow sense of military security, but in that of national 
welfare and economic well-being. Let us look at each three 
of these aspects in turn. 

First, the Soviet security problem for Europe. This used 
to be, at some time in the 1950's, a problem of military, 

political and ideological dimensions. Today, the ideological 
threat of the Soviet system has largely subsided. The 
attraction of the Soviet brand of bureaucratic marxism has 
disappeared. Ideologically, the Soviet uriion today is on 
the defensive; a tired,. uninspiring political system, unable 

to provide ideological leadership, justice or economic 
f welfare for her citizens. She has become, as a result, a 

traditional power, to be measured by traditional yardsticks 
of performances. 

By most of these yardsticks, the Soviet Union's record is 
unimpressive·. She may celebrate a:t the anniversaries of the 
Soviet revolution, the achievements of the past 60 years. 
But compared with the achievements - in social justice, 
economic well-being a:ndrespectfor huma:n rights - of the ·non
Soviet world, these are a very poor. record·. Moreover, it 
remains a primitive political system wpich has failed to 
so·lve even that elementary task of.· moder:-n societies, namely 
to provide·· for a procedure of succession in the political 

·leadership. 
,···t: 

But the ··generally· poor performa:nc e.· of the soviet sys tern is 

no cause for Western complacency; .·the Soviet. Union has . sought 
to compensate for her many shortcomings by the most visible 
means of power - military power. She is today a superpower 
only because of her military power, relevant to the 20th 
century only because of her armies, tanks and missiles •. The 
more the shortcomings of the Soviet system become apparent, 
the greater her reliance on the military means of power will 

be• 

J 
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This poses two serious security problems for Western Europe. 
The first is .. that of the over-hang of soviet military power, 
the second is that of the inherent inability for the Soviet 
Union to control political developments within Eastern Europe 
other than by military force. 

The. over-hang of Soviet military power does not mean that 
Soviet' forces will march westwards tomorrow,' They will not. 
The Soviet.union is E.£! confident that.she could take Western 
Europe by force in two or three days; she fears, rightly, that 
any war in Europe can.escalate into a world war which cannot 
but put her own destiny in doubt. 

But it does mean that political'~elations in Europe will 
continue to be overshadowed:by military considerations and 
concerns. The Soviet leadership may be convinced that all 
they are doing in the military arena is to make sure that 
they can cope with a Western attack and repulse it on Western 
territory. But for the rest of Europe this inevitably 
represents an offensive, not a defensive posture •. Over 
the past few years, that posture has become even more 
threatening. As a result of a continuous and determined 
military effort, totally unaffected by,soviet professions 
for political detente in Europe, the Soviet military threat 
has increased further. We note: a much greater mobility of 

j . . : -' 

soviet groundforces; in the air, the increased introduction 
of surface-to-air missiles for air defence has freed a large 

0 ~~n\lmb.er of tactical aircraft for suppor.t of the gi-ound battle; 
~new systems. for s.trate~ic nuclear delivery against major 

· . West European targets have been introduced, expo·s1·ng cities 
-and major military installations all over Western Europe 

.,. --.-- . 

·to potential soviet nuclear str:!.kes; at"sea, the sovi.et Navy 
has. not overcome its central shor.tcomings, namely th~t of 
unrestricted access to· the watet-ways ·or the world, but she 
has continued in.the effort of making her navy more self
reliant,· a more independent force capable of action against 
Western targets and lines of communication. This has been 
further enhanced by the effort on maritime strike aircraft 
with long ranges - the Backfire bomber is the most recent 
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and the most disturbing example •. 

The result of these efforts - has been to increase the 
political weight of Soviet military power in Europe. Unless 
we want our choice of policies to be affected by this, or 
to run the risk of panicking in a crisis, the West must 
maintain its defences adequately. There have been some 
doubts about its readiness to do so. More recently, however, 
we can notice a swing of the pendulum: as concern over the 

. . . . . 

Soviet military effort has grown, ·so has the readiness by 
governments in \~estern Europe to strengthen their own 
defences. It will be adequate to make soviet military 
aggression unlikely, provided the credibility of the American 
security guarantee for Europe can be maintained. But it 
will require a constant effort, one that will not be materially 
facilitated by arms control agreements or even by new military 
technologies; an effort that will always cost more money than 
our governments would like to spend, and that will need a 
constant political justification and the democratic consensus 
to support it, particularly at a time of economic recession. 

This direct Soviet military threat is, however, only one 
aspect of the security problem the Soviet Union poses for 
Europe. The other ls that the nature of Soviet power in 

~tAt Eastern Europe will continue to provoke internal conflict 
h IJI l there which might well spill over into·· an East-West war. 

1 j0f LJ ,;/"'For the past 25 years, military force in our continent has 
l'vl uau\10 been directly employed in Eastern Europe 4 times. There are 

[trr today no signs_ that the relationship between the Soviet Union 
. . ..., . . ... ' .· .·; . . . . . 

al.ld her allied regimes in Eastern Europe has found a firmer . 
• .' ' • '-. ' • • .. • • • • ; : ••• '· - .: : • • _'. ·• ·- ' .' .-. : • :' • • ••• ;. ' •• _1 • • :: 

and more harmonious footing than in the past, which might 
. ' . ~ . . - . ··. ' . . . . : 

make the use of military. force redundant- on.the contrary; 
rumblings of discontent have again beenheard,particuiarly 
in Poland and East Germany, ~n the past year or so. This 
may well be the first major test for Preside~t Brezhnev's 
successors: how to cope with the mounting economic problems. 
of the Sovi·et Union without jeopardising economic welfare 
in Eastern Europe on which political stability there depends. 
In the absence of any other glue to hold the "socialist 
commonwealth" together, the fear of the military power of 
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the Sov:l,et:Union will appear ·to he·r .leaders .as the most· .• 
effective inceJ:!ti ve for cohesion; I would expect that, as . 
problems in Eastern Europe gr.ow, we well ·could see again 
the actual use of soviet tanks and soldiers;to support weak 
regimes and to suppress angry uprisings. · 

The .inherent dependence. of Soviet control in Eastern Europe 
on-military force·is both the·reasonfor an active policy 
of detente, in order to ·complicate a Soviet .. de<iision to use 
force:, and the reason why'tllere are limits to the impact of 
detente. Today, we are .. entering a period of lower temperatures 
in East-West relations.,·This is so foranumber o.f.factors • 
. There. is the· experience that, in spite of the major •.steps 
to an improvement in the political relationship between East 
and West in Europe, Soviet efforts to consolidate a military 
advantage have continued unabated. There is the cpncern over 
Soviet action in: ThH•d World conflicts, such as the current 
war in the Horn of Africa. There is a more sober assessment 
of the possibilities of detente. And·there are the mounting 
problems of translating political detente into military . 

. compromise: East-West arms control is today in a state of 
major··difficulties which are likely to increase political 
controversy and political distrust. 

This is particularly visible in the Soviet-American 
negotiations on strategic arms limitations. It remains desirable but 
is far from certain, that the current negotiations will 
produce an agreement that is.acceptaole both· to the United 
States. and the .soviet Union. :As weapm;>s. technology .changes 
rapiqly, so purely qu!).nti ta.t;i ve agreement;s· ·become• .. less. and 
less adequate. . .As. quali ta ti ve weapons .. il!)provements are more 
difficultcto observe, so verification by satellites·becomes 

A 1 t less an s relevant. And :as many weapons· developments 
[VJ0

11 
esc e the traditional definitions of SALT or'of MBFR, "' 

1.,. o(~P/'-;; greements .in these areas are less and less complete :!:n .·· 

{rv r ' covering disturbing sy'stems - like the· cruise-missile, or .. : 

~~{ol('~~} the .Soviet SS-20 medium-range .missile •. But behind these· 
IV' technic~j,lobstacles.to arms control there :l,s another;.deeper 

tl 

\l~~l 
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one: the growing difficulty of reconciling the security 
interest-s that each side regards as legitimate; For the 
Soviet Union who sees herself, with some. justification, 
as technologically lagging behind the United States, the. 
accumulation of a mas~;>ive arsenal of weapons and probes 
into every avenue of future technology - from civil defence 

to satellite killers and ABM- is the most promising ·policy 
of strategic re-insurance. ·For the United· States, the very 
nature and .. extent of the Soviet effort must appefir as the 
search.for nuclear strategic superiority, Thereis, at 

. present, no way out of this dilemma, and SALT II will riot 
provide it in a durable fashion, We are, therefore, in for 
a period of mutual concerns caused by perceptions ()f mutual 
threat • 

. Moreover, the uncertainty.over the succession in the Soviet 
leadership will not help. Not only will it take some time 
before it ·becomes clear who will be in. charge in Moscow and 
what policy priorities this.will imply for the post-Brezhnev 
period. It will also take some time for the new team to 
acquire control and confidence. It may well be that, due to 
lack of confidence, they will rely more on the military 
instrument of power than the system of European post-war 
politics can bear. 

·Finally;;security in .Europe is today less exclusively East
West security than in the past. Conflicts in the Third World 
are likely to increase. Not all of them will affect the 

security of the developed industrial a\Ountries that constitute 
Europe. today. Many will be irrelevant,-. ·except perhaps 1n 
humanistic"and.ethical·terms -·to wha-t we in this: room tonight 
regard as essential for'our security •. ·But there are three 
categories of Third World. conflict which will have an impact. 
The first~ and perhaps the most traditional, is when local 
conflict and war spills over into a wider confrontation 
between the major powers of East .and West; a new Mi,ddle 
East war falls firmly into this category. The second is 
when local conflict .can interfere.with assured supply of 
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commodities essential to <;lUr economies, . SUCh as a Civil war 

in Saudi Arabia> .or a denial of uranium ore from Southern 

Africa· a~ a result o.f protracted fighting arid war. The 

third .category is. m~re indirect but no''less signlficant: 

it is when a conflict somewhere in th~ Third World. tests 

neither the· se.curi ty nor the economic well~ being of the 

West' but its political authority and credibility. This 

could be the case of the current war in the Horn of Africa 

·where Western inaction, in the face of''Soviet interventionism, 

might give to the Soviet Union a new aura of influence and 

deprive the West of similar influence and credibility well 

beyond the ·region. 

There may be additional ways in which Third Wor.ld conflict· 

will affect our security in Europe; The purpose of these 

examples is not to present an exhaustive list but· to point 

to the seriousnes.s of .the problem. It is· likely to weigh 

increasingly on the policy- and the' security- concerns 

of West European governments iri the future. 

II Security in southern Europe 

At first. glance, there ·is 11 ttie that makes security in 

southern Europe a coherent subject. In contras.t to.the 

apparent tidiness of the East-West tension, detente and 

deterrence in ·Central and Northern Europe, the. area that 

stretches-from Turkey to Spain and Portugal is stamped by 

a series of conflict issues, 

is only .one, albeit the most 

the ,others. · · 

of which the East-West ·conflict 

impottant,underlying.al1d shaping 

:•' 

Of these, the most dangerous r·emains the Middle· .East· conflict.· 

It remains.· dangerous for three reasons, First, the·· eruption 

of war between Arabs and Israelis has repeat.edly brought. 

the two superpowers to the verge of confrontation. Second, 

any new Middle East war in the near future is likely to find 

Israel in a commanding military position which would leave 
. . 

to the Arab countries no other options than'acti:vely seeking 

Soviet suppo.rt ·and threatening the industrialized world with 
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seri.ous interruptions .in the supply 9f oil. Third, the range 
of compromise between _Israel and her neighbours. remains 
highly limited, as President Sadat .found out since his 
initiative last l{ov.ember: while Israel insists on security 
as the precondition for peace,. even the more. moderate Arab 
governments can offer no.more than the promis~ that peace 

' . ,, 
will be a _precondition for security. At best, the present 
efforts for peace will be difficult and slow; at worst, we 
shall be witnessing another round of fighting.in a few years' 
time. 

The second conflict issue is the dispute between Greece and 
Turkey; both members of the Atlantic Alliance. It is, over 
Cyprus, a dispute that has weakened Western defence on its 
Southern flank for a long time. It has led in both countries 
to a serious alienation from- the Alliance and to active anti
Americanism. This will not be easily repaired even if the 
Turkish and Greek governments should - as seems probable now -
find a workable compromise over the issues that for so long 
have separated them. 

The third conflict area is on the l{orthern shore of Africa, 
in the Maghreb region. Tension between the three Maghreb 
states has often erupted into military clashes though not 
yet into war. This is, however, no cause for complacency. 
The lines in the Maghreb are again, as at times in the Middle 
East, drawn between countries sympathetic to the East and 
those to the West. A full-grown war between Algeria and . 
Morocco would in all likelihood. make Algeria a major staging . . . . 

post for Soviet military force in the region, not just an 
independent sympathizer as today. What makes the ,situatl,on 
·particularly vulnerable is the way i.n whicbchanges iri 
domesticpolicies could determine the behaviour of these states: 
what - once the present gen~ration of leaders has left - can 
be new structu:i:>e.s of stability and cooperation in the region? 

Finally, in this list of South European conflict are!)._s, there 
is the U:nc·ertaitlty over the future of Yugoslavia, and the 
consequences that would follow from th~ f~ilure of the country 

,.. 
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to hold together after the death of Marshal Tito. Indeed, 
if one were to look for the most conceivable area of major 
East-West confrontation in Southern Europe, a Yugoslavia in 
the turmoil of fed-eral disintegration would seem a likely 
candidate. - What if the Sovi~t Union, invited or not by a 
rebel government in the federation, were to send forces across 

fl 1)( ./J -the border from Hun~ary to recaptu~e for the sociaiist bloc· 
l-1 fY the only country which, has been able to escape from it? Such 
fut,h

1
ri'J a change in- the political balance of pOwer would ha~e- a profound 

~ , impact not only on the Balkans but beyond for Europe and 
East-West relations as a whole, of the scale- perhaps of -the 
Korean War_- 25 years ago. But although this is one of the 
most frequently cited security threats in Southern Europe, 
it is nevertheless an unlikely contingency, There can-be 
little promise in a direct military Soviet intervention in 
Yugoslavia except tounite the country firmly·against an 
invader and thus forge the cohesion the lack of which it 
had sought to exploit. ·The most disturbing event to follow 
from Ti to's death would not, be a Soviet invasion, -it would
be the _gradual disintegration over time-of Yugoslavia, and 
this would re-open many of the irredentist issues which. the 

•post-war division: of Europe had seemed to foreclose if not · 
settle. 

What is striking about this. list of. potential conflicts in 
Southern Europe, is how regionalized they are. In itself, 
Southern Europe is not one securi-ty region but many: the 
Eastern Mediterranean, the Middle East, the_Balkans, the 
Maghreb etc.,-coexisting side by side without-direct 

' • interactions·.· Southern Europe thus demonstrates .that the fear 
-of East-West confrontation is 'not, or no longer:. powerful 

1r~/j enough to push aside all other disputes, fears and passions. 
4 · It is possible-to .talk.of south European security in relation 

to that of the Centre and the North: .a Soviet advance- into_ 
West Germany and-France.would deeply change the security 

-situation for Italy, or for the Iberian -Peninsula.- It is 
also, -though perhaps to a lesser degree,. true in reverse: 

-soviet bases in Italy or Portugal would significantly weaken 
present security arrangements for the rest of-Western Europe. 
But as a self-contained region of security, Southern Europe 
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does not exist. 

·'•• 

And .Yet, there are common themes in the. security pQlicies of 
most countries in Southern Europe., two in particular: th.e 

.Mediterranean Sea as a.strategic waterway, and the exposure .. . . . - . •' . 

Qf all. the countries .on the Northe.rn littoral to pcctentially 
far-reaching domestic political change which cannot but 
affect their own security and that of their allies as well. 

The Mediterranean 

The region has been given a degree .of coherence not so much 
by the fact that the same sea touches the shOres of most of 
the countries in Southern Europe. ·It has been.given that 
coherence by the fact that, first, the U.S. 6th Fleet and then 
the.soviet Escadra have deployed in it and are.operating there. 

To assess the significance of this presence cannot consist 
of. the mere counting of vessels. The number of Soviet surface 
vessels has been reduced significantly since the closure of 
Egyptian port facilities for the Soviet Escadra in the early 
1970's. soviet maritime air capabilities have been similarly 
affected. Now as at the height of the Soviet naval presence 
in the Mediterranean, the Soviet Fleet is heavily out-numbered 
by the combined Western navies in the area. 

And yet, that picture is incomplete. For one; because it·does 
not take int.o :account the specific mission structure of the 
opposing forces. · The sovi-et. Escadra is/ abov·e .all; not a 
sea-control but a sea-denial force, intended to ·.obstruct the 
acti·on·of other, hos·tile naval forces. .cThe. u.s; 6th Fleet is 
·designed to project ,power and··to support military engagements 
ort •land, through air· strikes· and amphibious landings, For this, 
the American Fleet.will:have to operate close to the shores 
where Soviet action can severely hinder it. It must, therefore, 
neutralise the SOviet Fleet first before being able to bring 
it~ weight to bear in the land battle. This weakens the 
Western defence effectiveness against a major soviet attack, 

. say,. in Thrace. · Together with conc·ern over SOviet conventional 

... 
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capabilities :in Central Europe~·'this has prompted consi'derations 
to mov~ the la;ge u.s; attack 'Carri~rs out of the Mediterranean 
in time o·r. ~risis. :But it must be remembered that the 
Mediterranean is· not just a theatre of East-West-rivalry and 
defence conting~ncies; the function of the·u.s. Fleet is no 
less - and possibly more in future - to reassure Israel and 
to weigh on. ,the Middle Eastern· military baiance~ 

The second reason for caution against purely quantitative 
assessments is the changing nature of the Mediterranean sea as 
a military theatre. It used to be, a long· time ago, -~a purely 
naval,. arena;. then. a maritime one - with naval 1mi ts. and 
aircraft acting together. Progressively, it.could lose that 
characteras well,- with land-based weapon systems- aircraft, 
missiles and parachute troops instead of marines - becqming 
the chief means. of potential warfare and mil~ tary competition, 
complemented by fleets of small, fas.t patrol boats. This is 
the result above all of two factors: technology and cost. 
The range and accuracy of weapons delivery has increased to 
such an.exterit, that surface vessels in confined waters are 
increasingly vulnerable to strikes by missiles from land and 
air:. and relatively small vessels can deliver charges for 
which, in the past, big _and stable platf'o.rms were required. 
The search for· these new possibilities he,s .been further 
encouraged by the second, the cost factor •. You have .had., in 
this country, reason to-look into this problem only recently, 

··in spite of the 'Obvious need for Spain to maintain a modern 
maritime force. Even the rich .. United :States has had to decide 
on a drastic reductiozL-in naval expenci:!,tures over the .next five 
years for reasons of cost•- ':l ' .. ·- , .. . -, : 

··Both tecqnology and cost could, over time_,_ produce quite 
dramatic changes _in the structure and mission of military forces. 

'. 
One of these ,might even include the departure from· the_ 
traditional distinction between air force and navy ser,vices, 
merging the forces required for maritime. military missions 
together into one service, and those .for non-maritime missions 
into the other·-" a development of relevapce pot just, and not 
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Ages, the North Italian republics of f1ilan 
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In the Middle. 
and como fought . . . 

. ·theii'· wars out in bitter sea battles on the Lake Como -
incomprehensible today, when you loo,k at thes.e·_confined spaces 
of water,. to imagine that victory on land was believed to . . . ' 

follow froni victory at sea. Perhaps in 50 y,ears or so, the 
Mediterranean Sea will have become no more than a.large Lake 
como, no longer a theatre for naval warfare but an extension, 
in military terms,. of the military_ potential on land •. 

Domestic Political Change 

The other common theme of South European security developments 
lies not in the military, but in the domestic political field, 
If one can make one general statement about all south European 
democratic countries today, it is this:· that there is no 
general, widely-shared consensus among political forces on 
the basic aims of their society and the ways to achieve them. 
This applies to Turkey as it does to Greece, to Italy as to 
France, to Portugal as to Spain. It is, in the first instance, 
not disagreement over foreign and secUrity policies. The main 
controversies are over ideology, and over social and economic 
objectives •. But there is a danger that these more internal 
controversies will have major implications for foreign and 
security matters. For one, some domestic choices will imply 
choices in foreign policies and alignments·as well. A victory 
for .the French Communists in the elections five weeks ago· 
would haye brought to power a-political force fundamentally 
anti-American.and anti-German .-there would, therefore~ have 

. ~ . 

been no bas;i.s on '!'jhich to build• allianCe· cooperation with such 
a government. Second, there are manypoliticalgroups who have 
simply not taken the time to think through a rational approach 
to national defenc~.and Europeari security and tend, therefore, 
to adopt positions of doctrinal rigidity that bear little 
resemblance .to the real world and its problems. As a result -
and in contrast to countries further North - changes in the 
domestic power balances Of south European countries Carry with 
them a higll degree of unpredictability and uncertainty as to 
their international repercussions. The possibility of such 
changes, moreover, weakens the credibility of alliance long 

.. 
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before they actually occur. 

There is no easy answer to this_problem, let me just offer 

two thoughts in this connection. First, we cannot assume 
that all political forces share the .same view on national 
defence and security from the outset. consensus does not· 
grow on trees oo t has to b~ )Juil t through information and 
through de.bate.. For instil-nee if there is no dialogue now 
between the. Left :and the Right in our. countries on the 

' requireme~ts of security and the. means to realise them, it will 
not be possible to come to a more .general understanding across 

the spectrum of political-po~itions on foreign and security 
matters •. Second, the West.ern Alliance is no straight-jacket 

but a coalition of sovereign states who believe it ·is in 
th~ir interest to act together to assure their. security. If 
the majority of voters in. one or the other member country 
supports political parties who. want to leave the Alliance, 

we.cannot maintain it against their will, Nor.should we, for 
the sake of a superficial formal unity, try to p_aper over 
fundamental differences; this would only undermine the ability 

. to _work together of those who want to continue to do so. 

III Security of the Iberian Peninsula 

To an audience which is'so much more familiar With this area 
and its specific problems, I can make no more than a few 
sugges ti on·s. 

The first of these is that the strategic significance of the 
Iberian peninsula is growing. l say this in full .realisation 
of the fact that it i.S always di f'fi cul.t· to measure such an 
elusive qu·an.'tity as "strategic significance" :.. much o£. it is 

. . _, ' . 

always in th.e eye of the beholder. Moreover, there is no 
vi;tu~· in ·being strategically significant; it is not a:lways 
pleasant for a country to find itself in such a position. 
It means that the consequences of mistakes in policy become 

more costly, and that the responsibility for poli ticalleaders 
becomes even more weighty. '· 

·--.. ·.· 

Of course, every country is of~the highest strategic .. 
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significance to itself. When I detect an increase in the 
strategic significance of Iberia, I mean by this that the 
peninsula is becoming more, not less relevant to strategic 
interests. in the East-West· context: more valuable fcir the. 
West to.be allied to, more tempting for the East to dissociate 
from an alliance with ·the we·st. The reason for this is a 
combination of tradftional and new factors. Traditionally, 
the territory of Spain has been important for control over 
the Western Mediterranean; for staging reinforcements from 
overseas in case of a·cOnflict in Central Europe, as a possible 

'strategic reserve "'in military manpower in a protracted East-
West war in and around Eur·ope, and as a communications centre. 
The new factors are those that emphasize another characteristic 
of Iberian geography, namely the Atlantic connection. We are 
likely 'to see in the next decades a shift ·of military competition 
to the oceans, with growing emphasis on air reconnaissance, 
sub-surface vessels and anti-submarine warfare, protection of 
e'conomic zones in the oceans, and protection of sea--lanes of 
communication. It is this which will give to Spain and 
Portugal, with their commanding position·on the Atlantic 
coastline to the South of Europe, their greater weight in the 
strategic calculus of East and West. 

What follows for the security options of Spain and of Portugal? 
I realize this is. a matter of some debate and the decisions 
cannot be made by anyone from the outside. But in'your debate, 
the following considerations might be useful. 

First,· ther.e is no need. to act in a hurry. Spain is in the 
' ._. -,, '' ·. .. . ' ' .. 

. : fortunate position :that she is. 1pcated. far from the direct 
lines of East-West confrontation. The agreement with the· 
United States has another.3 years to go. So there is time to 
think, to_discuss, to consider all .the odds carefully before 
a decision is taken. 

Second, since there is no immediate or foreseeabl.e direct 
military threat to Spain's security, aspects of political 
security will weigh at least as much as purely military ones. 
The decision on whether Spain should seek an alliance with 

.. 
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oth.ers, and how, should, therefore be firmly put in the 
context of the foreign policy interests of the country'and 
the framework in whi.ch it sees its political role in the world. 

Third, while a decision need not be taken in a hurry, it 
cannot be postponed indefinitely •. GovE\rnments always prefer 
to keep all options open, particularly when the future is· 
difficult to predict - as it invariably is. But events outside 
the control of_governments can close options for them -
domestic change, a major international crisis or-the re
orientation in the politics of close allies. 

_ Following these geri:eral considera tioris, Spain seems to me to 
have essentially three options for her security policies. She 
can opt for neutrality, and that has, in the past, not been an 
unwise choice. But it was in a historical period' of limited, 
and limitable war which came to an end with the start of the 
nuclear era. It was possible to stay out of the conflicts of 
others because there remained a sheltered.sectorwhich their war 
did not penetrate. I think this has now become, if not 
impossible, at least very improbable, particularly for a 
strategically important country. So - since one is likely to . ' ' . 
bec·ome involved in an East-W.est conflict should it occur, even 
against one's will, it \'fould seem to me advantag~ous to have a 
say in the diplomacy of deterrence, negotiations and crisis 
management of the West. Neutrality would rule this out. 

There is, alternatively, the option of maintaining-and 
formarizipg further th.e bilateral security relationship with 
the United. States. Again, this has not been a bad arrangement 
over the past years. · ~t it has,. i think, also 'shown the limits 
and disadvantages of a purely bilateral security alliance with 
a superpower. There are limits to the degree to which a 
medium-sized regional power can :influence a global superpower. 

,. 

·And ·.there are limits to the degree· to which the public and 
popular support.can be generated and maihtained,·by both 
partners~ whi9h is_essential for the durability of the 
relationship and the cre.dibility of commitment. 
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Finally, there is the option of joining a multilateral alli.a.nce 
of collective security. This would be my own preference, to 
see Spain as a member in a formal alliance of democratic 
Western states. This would allow, as the small.and medium
sized countries·of.Western Europe have experienced, for a 
direct.Spanish involvement in common decisions. Moreover, the 
Alliance provides a good deal of flexibility in its specific 
arrangements and can take specific national preferences fully 
into account. Contrary to Gaullist doctrine, it does~ 
undermine national independence; thereis no automaticity of 
commitment, and the right to decide independently whether or 
not to become militarily involved in a conflict is not. foreclosed, 
Indeed, the flexibility of the Western Alliance has been amply 
demonstrated in its ability to remain the framework in which 
sovereign nations can cooperate in spite of changing national 
and international circumstances. 

This preference which I have is, of course, based on some 
assumptions about the future. First, I see no reason to expect 
that the East-West competition will disappear and cease to 
affect our security in Europe. Second, I see no reason to fear 
that the United States will withdraw from their involvement 
in Europe unless we invite them to leave. Third, I remain 
confident that the Western Alliance will continue to hang 
together - in spite of many of its current problems and the 
uncertainties of political change, particularly in Southern 
Europe. 

'. 
Mr. Chairman;· I arri coming to the end of this expose. It has 
raised atleast as many questions as it has been able to answer. 
I have tried to point to those developments that seem to me 
the most significant for the security of the Europe. of which 
Southern Europe is an integral part. One problem I have not 

-
mentioned: that of terrorism and insurgency. This has been 
done deliberately, although I am the citi~en of a country which 
last year wasdeeply shaken by terrorist action, although I 
live in a country which - in Northern Ireland - has been faced 
with the biggest terrorist problem for almost the last 10 years 
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anywhere in Europe, and although I speak tonight in a country 
where terrorism is a serious and understandable concern. If I 
have omitted the issue in this talk, it has not been to belittle 
it in any way. But it is a problem of the internal, not of the 
international security of our countries. Modern democratic 
states are, it is true, vulnerable to terrorism. But they are, 
at the same time less vulnerable than totalitarian systems. 
They also have the means and they can use them to effect -
provided they keep a cool head. That the latter is also, of course, 
not a bad strategy for security in Europe as a whole. 


